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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Sunburst crisis was a failure of strategy more than it was the product of an information-technology (IT) problem or a mythical adversary. Overlooking that question of strategy invites crises larger and more frequent than those the United States is battling today. The US government and industry should embrace the idea of “persistent flow” to address this strategic shortfall; emphasizing that effective cybersecurity is more about speed, balance, and concentrated action. Both the public and private sectors must work together to ruthlessly prioritize risk, make linchpin systems in the cloud more defensible, and make federal cyber-risk management more self-adaptive.

The story of trust is an old one, but the Sunburst cyber-espionage campaign was a startling reminder of the United States’ collective cyber insecurity and the inadequacy of current US strategy to compete in a dynamic intelligence contest in cyberspace. The compromise of SolarWinds, part of the wider Sunburst campaign, has had enormous consequences, but, as supply-chain attacks go, it was not unprecedented, as demonstrated by seven other events from the last decade.\(^1\)

Sunburst was also a significant moment for cloud computing security. The adversary inflicted the campaign’s most dramatic harm by silently moving through Microsoft’s identity software products, including those supporting Office 365 and Azure cloud services, and vacuuming up emails and files from dozens of organizations. The campaign raises concerns about the existing threat model that major cloud service providers Amazon, Microsoft, and Google, utilize for their linchpin services, and the ease with which users can manage and defend these products. For cloud’s “shared responsibility” to work, cloud providers must build technology users can actually defend.

Studying the Sunburst campaign, three overarching lessons become clear. First, states have compromised sensitive software supply chains before. The role of cloud computing as a target is what takes Sunburst from another in a string of supply-chain compromises to a significant intelligence-gathering coup. Second, the United States could have done more to limit the harm of this event, especially by better prioritizing risk in federal technology systems, by making the targeted cloud services more easily defensible and capable by default, and by giving federal cybersecurity leaders better tools to adapt and govern their shared enterprise.

Third, Sunburst was a failure of strategy much more than it was just an IT risk-management foul-up or the success of a clever adversary. The United States government continues to labor under a regulatory model for software security that does not match the ways in which software are built, bought, or deployed. Adding vague new secure development standards to an already overbuilt system of unmet controls and overlapping committees is not a recipe for success. Meanwhile, industry is struggling to architect its services to simultaneously and effectively defend against the latest threats, account for overlapping government requirements, and remain competitive—especially in the market for cloud services.

Observers should recognize Sunburst as part of a disturbing trend: an ongoing intelligence contest between the United States and its adversaries in which the United States is giving up leverage due to technical insecurity, deficient policy response, and a shortfall in strategy. The response to Sunburst must lead to meaningful action from both industry and the policymaking community to improve the defensibility of the technology ecosystem and position the United States and its allies to compete more effectively in this intelligence contest.

The Sunburst crisis can be a catalyst for change and, while near-term reforms are practicable, change must extend beyond shifting how the United States buys technology or takes retribution against an adversary. The United States and its allies must acknowledge that this is a fight for that leverage. In an intelligence contest, tactical and operational information about an adversary—such as insight on forthcoming sanctions or the shape of a vulnerable network—is strategic leverage. The policymaking community must work with industry to assist defenders in becoming faster, more balanced, and better synchronized with offensive activities to ensure cyberspace remains a useful domain—one that advances national security objectives.

---

“US HOMELAND SECURITY, THOUSANDS OF BUSINESSES SCRAMBLE AFTER SUSPECTED RUSSIAN HACK” — REUTERS

“MICROSOFT’S ROLE IN SOLARWINDS BREACH COMES UNDER SCRUTINY” — CRN

“SOLARWINDS BREACH ‘MUCH WORSE’ THAN FEARED” — SDXCENTRAL

“BIDEN CHIEF OF STAFF SAYS HACK RESPONSE WILL GO BEYOND ‘JUST SANCTIONS’” — REUTERS

“SOLARWINDS HACK FORCES RECKONING WITH SUPPLY-CHAIN SECURITY” — THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

“BIDEN ORDER US INTELLIGENCE REVIEW OF SOLARWINDS HACK” — CYBERSCOOP

“SOLARWINDS ATTACK HIT 100 COMPANIES AND TOOK MONTHS OF PLANNING, SAYS WHITE HOUSE” — ZDNET

“US GOVERNMENT TO RESPOND TO SOLARWINDS HACKERS IN WEEKS: SENIOR OFFICIAL” — REUTERS

“OFFICIALS URGE BIDEN TO APPOINT CYBER LEADERS AFTER SOLARWINDS, MICROSOFT HACKS” — THE HILL
INTRODUCTION

Now more than ever, society depends on software. Whether it is the cloud computing behind an email service, a new fifth-generation (5G) telecommunications deployment, or the system used to monitor a remote oil rig, software has become an essential and pervasive facet of modern society. As one commentator put it, “software is eating the world.”

Unlike physical systems, software is always a work in progress. It relies on continual revisions from patches and updates to address security flaws and vulnerabilities, and to make functional improvements. This ongoing maintenance leaves software supply chains long, messy, and in continuous flux, resulting in significant and underappreciated aggregated risk for organizations across the world. Despite warnings from key members of the security community and increased attention to supply-chain security more generally, software has largely taken a backseat to hardware—especially 5G—in policy debates over supply-chain security.

Cyberspace is a domain of persistent low-grade engagement below the threshold of war. Software supply chains have become a key vector for adversaries—especially those contesting for valuable intelligence. The logic of the intelligence contest argues that cyber operations are principally focused on the acquisition of information from or denial of the same to an adversary. States can use this information to identify and seize leverage over an opponent. The emailed deliberations of diplomatic activity within a coalition, a government agency’s coordination with industry during a standards body’s meeting, contracts for an upcoming naval flotilla’s port of call—all of these are nuggets of useful information that an adversary can use to shape its behavior, moving toward gaps in attention and recognizing points of vulnerability subject to influence. All of this information contributes to adversaries’ search for strategic leverage over one another and helps create opportunities to exert that leverage toward national security objectives.

In the fall of 2019, the Atlantic Council’s Cyber Statecraft Initiative launched the Breaking Trust project to catalog software supply-chain intrusions over the past decade and identify major trends in their execution. Released in July 2020, the first report from this project, and its accompanying dataset, found that operations exploiting the software supply chain have become more frequent and more impactful over the last ten years as their targets have become even more diverse.

This report updates the dataset to include one hundred and thirty-eight incidents and, now, one of the most consequential cybersecurity crises of a young decade: Sunburst.

Beginning sometime in 2019 and carrying throughout 2020, an adversary group infiltrated more than one hundred organizations ranging from the US Departments of Homeland Security and the Treasury to Intel and Microsoft, along with seven other government agencies in the United States and nearly one hundred private companies. The adversary targeted email accounts and other productivity tools. In nearly every case, the adversary moved across victim networks by abusing several widely used Microsoft identity and access management (IAM) products, and leveraging this abuse to gain access to customer Office 365 environments in the cloud. As many as 70 percent of these victims were initially compromised by a software supply-chain attack on Texas-based vendor SolarWinds, from which the incident originally received its moniker.

This report uses the label “Sunburst” for this ongoing campaign. While public reporting initially focused on SolarWinds, and the compromise of this vendor’s Orion software was significant, it was just one of multiple vectors used to gain access to targeted organizations and compromise both on-premises and cloud services.

As a supply-chain compromise, Sunburst is not unique; it shares common traits with, and reflects lessons unlearned from, at least seven other major software supply-chain attacks from the last decade. According to an estimate by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), as many as 30 percent of these compromises occurred without
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4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
any involvement by SolarWinds software, with acting Director of CISA Brandon Wales making clear, “It is absolutely correct that this campaign should not be thought of as the SolarWinds campaign.” The Sunburst malware was one of several malicious tools that the adversary used to move across targeted networks, including hopping into dozens of Office 365 environments. It is this lateral movement into the cloud, and the effective abuse of Microsoft’s identity services, that distinguishes an otherwise large software supply chain attack from a widespread intelligence coup.

Sunburst was neither a military strike nor an indiscriminate act of harm; it was a slow and considered development of access to sensitive government, industry, and nonprofit targets, much more like a human-intelligence operation than a kinetic strike. The campaign is visible evidence of the persistent intelligence contest that is ongoing in, and through, cyberspace. How the adversary will use information obtained during the Sunburst campaign to exert leverage over the United States, facilitate sabotage, or carry out some later outright attack, is yet unrealized.8

This report develops the first significant, contextualized public analysis of Sunburst, and extracts lessons for both policymakers and industry. The goal of this analysis is to understand key phases of the Sunburst campaign in the framework of an intelligence contest, examine critical similarities with seven other recent campaigns, identify both technical and policy shortfalls that precipitated the crisis, and develop recommendations to renew US cybersecurity strategy.

Section I explores the Sunburst campaign and works to understand the interplay between the software supply-chain compromise and the abuse of cloud and on-premises identity services.

Section II focuses on the familiarity of the Sunburst campaign in light of previous software supply-chain attacks by providing in-depth analysis of seven likely state-backed examples from 2012 to 2020. The section maps all incidents onto a notional outline of the software supply chain and development lifecycle used in the Atlantic Council’s previous reporting on supply chain risk management and draws out commonalities among them. The similarities—in execution, intent, and outcome—guide two critical discussions in the subsequent sections: the intelligence context in which software supply chain attacks occur and the failure of current policies and industry priorities to better prevent, identify, mitigate, and respond to them. Supply chain attacks like Sunburst have happened before, and understanding why and how the United States has adapted (or failed to adapt) previously will inform a more effective cybersecurity strategy going forward.

Section III analyzes some of the causal factors behind Sunburst’s scope and success. It delves into the shortcomings of US cybersecurity strategy and posture along three key lanes: deficiencies in risk management, reliance on hard-to-defend linchpin technologies, and limited speed alongside poor adaptability. Sunburst uniquely brings attention to the many concurrent weaknesses throughout the US cybersecurity risk-management architecture. The section pays particular attention to the cloud-enabled and cloud-adjacent features of the campaign, which differentiate Sunburst from previous widespread software supply-chain compromises. Even within existing policy regimes, better mitigation and more rapid responses to compromise, in line with stated program goals, could have curbed Sunburst’s impact. Identifying these shortcomings is key to an informed and holistic policy shift. This both primes understanding and repairing the system and creates an urgent call to action for reform.

Section IV looks at the systemic misalignment between US strategy and cybersecurity outcomes. It includes acknowledgement of underappreciated but successful (or potentially so) policy programs before developing three clusters of recommendations to renew US cybersecurity strategy. The recommendations aim to drive ruthless prioritization of risk across federal cybersecurity, to improve the defensibility of linchpin cloud services, and to develop a more adaptive federal cyber risk-management system. Together, these twelve recommendations argue for concentrating effort at points of maximum value to defenders, while improving interconnectivity between offense and defense, and maximizing the speed and
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8 This report and related content use the terms “attack” and “target” both for rhetorical clarity and to match the language of the technical and operational reporting on which much of this analysis is based. SolarWinds and the Sunburst incident do not rise to the level of an armed attack, nor the threshold of war, but the authors will leave it to others to parse the ongoing (and perhaps never-ending) debate over terminology and classification of this contest.
adaptability of policymaking in partnership with key industry stakeholders. Taken together, the recommendations can help create a more responsive, better aligned US cybersecurity strategy.

The Sunburst campaign was not a triumph of some mythical adversary, nor simply the product of IT failures. It was the result of a strategic shortfall in how the United States organizes itself to fight for leverage in cyberspace. Overcoming this shortfall requires examining the technical and policy pathways of the Sunburst campaign as much as its strategic intent. Policymakers’ response to the campaign should take heed of the continuity between Sunburst and past events to recognize that this is surely not the last such crisis with which the United States will have to contend.
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"THE SUNBURST CAMPAIGN WAS NOT A TRIUMPH OF SOME MYTHICAL ADVERSARY, NOR SIMPLY THE PRODUCT OF IT FAILURES. IT WAS THE RESULT OF A STRATEGIC SHORTFALL IN HOW THE UNITED STATES ORGANIZES ITSELF TO FIGHT FOR LEVERAGE IN CYBERSPACE."
I — SUNBURST EXPLAINED

The incident response to the Sunburst crisis is ongoing, and more details about the campaign's scope will become known in time. SolarWinds was one of several companies compromised as the adversary's means of gaining access to more than one hundred actively exploited targets. The adversary’s ultimate goal in every publicly discussed case was organizational email accounts, along with their associated calendars and files. To facilitate this access, the intruders persistently and effectively abused features of several Microsoft IAM products to move throughout organizations, pilfering inboxes in ways that proved difficult to track and trace. Indeed, the varied flavors of Microsoft’s IAM services are as central, if not more so, to the Sunburst campaign than SolarWinds. For instance, Malwarebytes, a security firm, disclosed a compromise through which Sunburst actors targeted the company’s systems by “abusing applications with privileged access to Microsoft Office 365 and Azure environments” to access emails, despite the firm not using SolarWinds Orion. Other examples include a failed attempt by the intruders to breach the security firm CrowdStrike through a Microsoft reseller’s Azure account to access the company’s email servers, and reports from Mimecast, an email security management provider, that explained how in January a malicious actor had compromised one of the certificates used to “guard connections between its products and Microsoft’s cloud server.” Although Mimecast stated that up to 3,600 of its customers could have been affected, it believes that only


a “low single-digit number” of users were specifically targeted, demonstrating a pattern of deliberation in the Sunburst campaign.12

SolarWinds was a significant vector to this wider effort to compromise email and cloud environments.13 Sometime in 2019, malicious actors compromised SolarWinds, a software developer based in Austin, Texas, and gained access to software-development and build infrastructure for the company’s Orion product.14

Once inside, the adversary inserted the Sunburst backdoor into a version of Orion via a small, but malicious, change to a dynamic-link library (DLL), which triggered the larger backdoor.15 SolarWinds would eventually unknowingly digitally sign and distribute this compromised version of Orion as an update to customers.16

This compromised update, with its legitimate certificates, allowed Sunburst to slip easily undetected past network security tools and into more than eighteen thousand organizations from February to June 2020.17 This initial infection included more than four hundred and twenty-five members of the US Fortune 500, systemically important technology vendors like Microsoft and Intel,18 and nearly a dozen US federal government agencies, including the Departments of the Treasury, Homeland Security, State, and Energy, as well state and local agencies.19 Orion’s popularity, and the software’s wide use among system administrators with permissioned access to most or all of victim networks, made it a valuable target.

The adversary further compromised a very small number of these total eighteen thousand targets, using Sunburst to call a series of second-stage malware known as droppers, Teardrop and Raindrop, to download yet more malware that the
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Decoupling these second- and later-stage malware from Sunburst helped hide the SolarWinds compromise for as long as possible.\textsuperscript{21}

Although more than 80 percent of the affected SolarWinds customers operate in the United States, the breach also affected clients in Canada, Mexico, Belgium, Spain, the United Kingdom, Israel, and the United Arab Emirates.\textsuperscript{22} The effort needed to simultaneously and directly compromise even one tenth as many organizations would be enormous, underlining the incredible cost-effectiveness of software supply-chain intrusions.

In the case of Sunburst, a large-scale software supply-chain attack became a full-blown crisis when the adversary successfully abused several Microsoft IAM products. This abuse, sustained by including techniques known to the security community for years, helped the adversary move silently across victim networks. These techniques also enabled the adversary, in a damaging turn of events, to hop from on-premises networks into Office 365 environments.

In nearly every case observed by FireEye, the Sunburst adversary relied on various techniques to abuse Microsoft’s IAM products to move laterally within organizations—enabling the most consequential phase of the ongoing incident.\textsuperscript{23} Sunburst operators targeted Azure Active Directory, the Microsoft service used to authenticate users of both Office 365 and Azure, to modify access controls and abuse highly privileged accounts to access email accounts across organizations.\textsuperscript{24} The adversary also leveraged a previously disclosed technique to steal signing certificates to grant itself access to sensitive resources while bypassing multi-factor authentication safeguards, including dozens of user email inboxes in Office 365.\textsuperscript{25}

The US government and multiple security firms have asserted state-sponsored Russian culpability for the campaign, although there is disagreement about which specific group is responsible. Incident response has taken place in stages, and by
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independent investigations using both private and public data where attribution was not the first priority. On December 14, 2020, The Washington Post, citing anonymous sources, blamed the campaign on APT29 (Cozy Bear), which Dutch intelligence agencies have linked to Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR). The Russian attribution seemed to be informally confirmed the next day, when a member of the US Congress publicly identified Russia after receiving a classified briefing. Indeed, this attribution to Russia was strengthened when a joint statement by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), CISA, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), and the National Security Agency (NSA) identified the operation as “likely Russian in origin.”

Attribution, as ever, remains more than a technical question. From the private sector, both FireEye and the security firm Volexity, in contrast to the reporting by The Washington Post, attributed the operation to an unknown or uncategorized group, called UNC2452 by FireEye on December 13, 2020, and Dark Halo by Volexity the following day. Both FireEye and Volexity have maintained this attribution. Separately, technical evidence published on January 11, 2021, by Kaspersky researchers highlighted similarities between the SolarWinds compromise and past operations by Turla (Venomous Bear), a threat actor that the Estonian Foreign Intelligence Service (EFIS) had previously tied to the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB). This slow and winding attribution process is likely to continue in the coming months.

While the adversary’s successful, repeated abuse of Microsoft’s identity products helped Sunburst become something more than a notable supply-chain compromise, there are important lessons in the SolarWinds vector. Importantly, many of Sunburst’s characteristics—objectives, methods, and target selection—echo previous campaigns, and should provide lessons for industry practitioners and policymakers alike.

"IMPORTANTLY, MANY OF SUNBURST’S CHARACTERISTICS—OBJECTIVES, METHODS, AND TARGET SELECTION—ECO PREVIOUS CAMPAIGNS, AND SHOULD PROVIDE LESSONS FOR INDUSTRY PRACTITIONERS AND POLICYMAKERS ALIKE."

II — THE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF SUNBURST

Sunburst offers rare public insight into the intense contest for information taking place in and through cyberspace, as well as the insecurity of critical technology supply chains. Sunburst may be one of the most consequential espionage campaigns of a generation. But, as a software supply-chain intrusion, it has ample precedent.

A significant vector in the Sunburst incident was the adversary’s compromise of SolarWinds’ Orion software-development infrastructure, allowing intruders to place malware in thousands of potential targets. As Figure 2 illustrates, since 2010, there have been thirty-six other cases of intruders likewise successfully targeting software updates out of one hundred and thirty-eight total recorded supply-chain attacks and vulnerability disclosures. The authors laid out each of these incidents along a notional model of software development to show their distribution across the software supply chain.34

In the Sunburst case, intruders were able to access SolarWinds’ build infrastructure, rather than just tacking malware onto a pending update. Of these thirty-six total cases, approximately fifteen included similar access to build or update infrastructure, and, of those, nearly half have state attribution. Rather than adding their malware alongside the Orion software just before they sent it to customers, like attaching to a motorcycle a sidecar with a bomb inside, the intruders went further and compromised the company’s build infrastructure. The result was like secreting a bomb into the cylinders of the motorcycle’s engine before it sold—far more deeply embedded in the resulting device, and thus harder to detect or remove.

34 There is no good way to concisely represent all of software development, and this graphic is not intended to capture the many intricacies of the process. This representation of a waterfall-style model matches with much of the software captured in the study. For more on this dataset, see: Herr et al., Breaking Trust.
Many of these states are locked in a persistent contest for information in which they “compete to steal information from one another, protect what they have acquired, and corrupt the other side’s data and communications.” Software supply-chain intrusions are well suited to this intelligence contest. They deliver stealthy espionage capabilities, including data collection, data alteration, and the opportunity to position for follow-on activities. This kind of access, and the information it offers, can produce the type of operational leverage states seek to achieve in cyberspace in support of more strategic ends beyond the one domain. Though not leveraged directly, information’s aggregation and distillation allow parties to recognize opportunities for action, and to anticipate or respond to efforts against their valuable targets. This leverage could come, for example, in the form of valuable intellectual property that can invigorate a key industry or as information on planned sanction targets and timelines to enable the resilience of the affected areas.

Recognizing the logic of this intelligence contest, and the real value of this leverage, should help inform a more effective defense.

This section reviews seven campaigns that share common traits with Sunburst: CCleaner, Kingslayer, Flame, Able Desktop, VeraPort, SignSight, and Juniper. The report covers these seven cases as similarly meaningful examples of state-backed software supply-chain intrusions as well as to cover a range of dates, from 2012 to more recent incidents from 2020.

**CCleaner**

Over the course of 2017, a version of the ubiquitous administrative tool CCleaner, now owned by Avast, was compromised and distributed to several hundred thousand customers, and then used to infiltrate a
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small set of technology and telecommunications companies from within the initial target group.\textsuperscript{36}

Intruders initially gained access to the software while it was still owned and operated by Piriform, through a developer workstation reached using credentials stolen from an administrative collaborative tool called TeamViewer.\textsuperscript{37}

Once inside, the intruders began to move laterally within Piriform’s network during off hours to avoid detection and, in less than a month, installed a modified version of the ShadowPad malware to gain wider access to Piriform’s build and deployment systems. Beginning in August 2017, after Avast’s acquisition of the software, intruders began distributing a compromised version of CCleaner to approximately 2.27 million users through the company’s update system. As in the case of Sunburst, users had no reason to suspect the authenticity of these software updates. They came cryptographically signed directly from the software vendor. These companies were based in eight different countries, mostly in East and Southeast Asia. This tactic of casting a wide net and then narrowly refining an active target list is common to this type of intrusion. However, with Sunburst, the malware distribution reached more diverse targets, including government agencies and nonprofits. As in the Sunburst case, the CCleaner compromise focused on gathering information, with no evidence that there was any intent to disrupt or deny operation of the affected companies.\textsuperscript{38}

**Kingslayer**

First disclosed by RSA Security researchers in February 2017, the Kingslayer operation targeted an administrative software package called EvLog—developed by the Canadian software company Altair Technologies—in a concerted software supply-chain intrusion, affecting a significant number of enterprise organizations across the globe.

EvLog served as a valuable target because its users were largely system and domain administrators, allowing intruders a high degree of access to targeted networks once they compromised the tool. In a statement later removed from its website, Altair claimed that its customers included four major telecommunications providers, ten different Western military organizations, twenty-four Fortune 500 companies, five major defense contractors, dozens of Western government


\textsuperscript{37} Alyssa Foote, “Inside the Unnerving Supply Chain Attack That Corrupted CCleaner,” Wired, April 7, 2018, \url{https://www.wired.com/story/inside-the-unnerving-supply-chain-attack-that-corrupted-ccleaner}.

organizations, and myriad banks and universities. As with Sunburst, the intruders utilized EvLog’s extensive client list and administrative privileges to achieve persistent access to the systems of a wide variety of high-tier clients in the private and public sectors. However, almost five years after the Kingslayer campaign began, it is still not known how many of these customers may have been—and possibly remain—compromised by the operation.

The primary vector in this incident was Altair’s EvLog 3.0, a tool that allowed Windows system administrators to accurately interpret and troubleshoot items in event logs. Intruders initially compromised evlog.tid.net, the website used to host EvLog and provide downloads and updates, and replaced legitimate EvLog 3.0 files with a malicious version of the software. It is not clear how these intruders first gained access to the Altair update system, but they managed to secure Altair’s code-signing certificate and authenticate their malicious version. Once this installer or update was complete, the malicious package would then attempt to download a secondary payload. The targets of this malware, as in the Sunburst incident, trusted the compromised version of the EvLog software without verification, as it appeared “certified and sent” by Altair Technology.

Like Sunburst, Kingslayer appears to have been an espionage operation, with no evidence that there was any intent to disrupt or deny operations of the affected companies, and the intruders took significant steps to remain covert. Because EvLog is almost exclusively used by system administrators, it also represents an “ideal beachhead and operational staging environment for systematic exploitation of a large enterprise.” The malware gave intruders espionage-enabling capabilities such as uploading and downloading files, as well as the ability to execute programs on the affected network. The Kingslayer campaign was attributed with some confidence to the China-based threat group Codoso, also known as APT9 or Nightshade Panda. Researchers were able to identify overlapping domains and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses for command-and-control infrastructure between Kingslayer and past Codoso campaigns. This incident fits the observed trend of Chinese espionage operations, which tend to be large and covert incursions against both private-sector actors and US government entities, including targets whose value may only be realized in operations months or years later.

Flame

In 2012, a technically mature cyber-espionage operation was reportedly linked to the same consortium of agencies as the watershed Stuxnet malware discovered two years earlier. The initial target of this software supply-chain operation was the widely used Microsoft Windows operating system, in which Flame masqueraded as a legitimate software update.

The operators of Flame used a novel variant of a cryptographic collision to take advantage of weaknesses in the Windows operating system. This allowed them to exploit a vulnerability in the way the system handles digital signatures, giving them access to any trusted software update. The malware then paged the system to download additional components, which were used to control and monitor the affected systems.

inherent in the MD5 hashing algorithm within the system design—weaknesses that had been known for more than a decade. The intruders abused the weak hashing algorithm and the code-signing privileges erroneously granted to Terminal Server Licensing Service to forge code-signing certificates that were linked to Microsoft’s root certificate authority. These certificates tricked target computers into accepting incoming malware payload deployments as legitimate Windows updates. To improve the likelihood of users accepting the falsified update, and to better disguise its activity, Flame was able to verify the update needs of individual systems. Unlike with Sunburst, intruders did not infiltrate Microsoft’s update process per se; rather, they successfully disguised their deployments as legitimate software from the vendor.

Once the Flame malware downloaded and unpacked itself onto target machines, it connected with one of approximately eighty available command-and-control servers to await further instruction. This malware had myriad capabilities, including mapping network traffic, taking screenshots, making audio recordings, and tracking keystrokes. The Flame infection—first detected in 2010—likely began much earlier and infected machines worldwide, though its activity was concentrated in the Middle East. The systems infected represented a wide diversity of target types, ranging from individuals to private companies to educational institutions to government organizations. The Flame malware, like Sunburst, showed impressive diversity in design and target typing.

Flame served as an effective espionage tool, gathering a wide range of information and allowing the intruders to both collect and alter data on the target systems. As with Sunburst, there is no evidence that the Flame malware was intended to cause destruction, only to gather and exfiltrate information. The Flame designers appear to have prioritized stealth and operational longevity in creating Flame, forgoing svelte malware for a large and multi-featured platform with sophisticated tricks to remove most traces of its presence from targeted computers. According to a former high-ranking US intelligence official, the reported intelligence gathering surrounding the Iranian nuclear program was executed as part of a larger program intended to slow Iran’s nuclear-enrichment program, and served as cyber prepositioning for further efforts to that end.

Figure 5. Flame path through supply chain
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Initial analysis of the size, complexity, and geographic scope of Flame suggested state involvement. As in the case of Sunburst, the developer would have needed to invest significant resources and technical expertise to execute the operation, especially to calculate the hash collision that allowed access to the Windows update process. After initial wide speculation as to attribution, The Washington Post reported that the United States and Israel were responsible for the creation of the Flame malware. This attribution followed the discovery of evidence informing the behavior of the intruder, and the connection made that Flame contained some of the same code as the Stuxnet malware. This attribution, though not confirmed, also fits with the apparent intentions and targets of the malware—the Iranian nuclear-enrichment program—as well as with the intrusion’s level of sophistication.

Able Desktop

First disclosed by the Slovak security firm ESET in December 2020, Able Software’s Able Desktop application was compromised through its software supply chain using hijacked updates, affecting private-sector and government users across Mongolia.

The primary vector for this compromise was Able Desktop, an application that supports instant messaging as an add-on to the company’s main product, a human-resources management program. Initial access to Able Software’s corporate network came through targeted phishing campaigns. Once inside, the intruders were able to move laterally and compromise Able Software’s update-deployment infrastructure. The intruders used this compromise to upload two well-known malware strains, HyperBro and Tmanger, to the company’s update server. Whenever prompted to update their desktop application, Able Software’s customers received this malicious code instead. Unlike Sunburst and CCleaner, the intruders did not need to steal or forge an update signature because Able’s updates were unsigned—even when they were legitimate and did not include malicious code.

As with Sunburst, it is unclear when initial access began, or how long the operation was under way—intruders could have been hiding unobserved in systems for months, or even years. One report suggests that the intruders’ interest in the Able Software networks stretched as far back as May 2018. Able Software was a valuable target due to its widespread use by the Mongolian federal government. More than four hundred and thirty different agencies, including the Office of the President, the Ministry of Justice, and various state and law-enforcements bodies used Able’s
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software suite every day, giving intruders a deep, wide view into government operations. This focus on government targets, along with the uploaded malware’s capabilities, strongly suggests that intruders aimed to exfiltrate large quantities of sensitive, and potentially valuable, intelligence from government agencies.

There is extensive contextual and technical evidence that this operation was part of a larger espionage campaign against the Mongolian government. The Able Software update system had been targeted by at least two other attempts using tactics similar to the 2020 operation. Although researchers loosely attributed this operation to the Chinese APT group LuckyMouse by analyzing the tools used, those tools have also been utilized elsewhere by other actors—not all of them Chinese. ESET believes this lack of clarity could be because these groups, mostly state-sponsored Chinese ones, collaborate to use the same tools, or are smaller entities acting as “part of a larger threat actor that controls their operations and targeting.” This incident is part of a recurring pattern of digital espionage operations against Mongolian targets attributed by various entities to Chinese sources, suggesting a long-running effort to support China’s broader aims of geopolitical influence and regional, as well as social, stability, with intermittent attempts by the Mongolian government to assert leverage of its own.

**WIZVERA VeraPort**

In November 2020, ESET disclosed that a widely required South Korean security tool, WIZVERA VeraPort, had been compromised, affecting an unknown number of organizations across the country.

WIZVERA VeraPort, the main vector for the intrusion, is a program used by South Korean banking and government websites to manage the download and use of mandated security plug-ins to verify the identity of users. Users are often blocked from using these sites unless they have WIZVERA VeraPort installed on their devices. In this operation, intruders took advantage of the requirement, stole code-signing certificates from two South Korean security companies, and used them to sign and then deploy malware through compromised websites. Like with the Orion software in Sunburst, VeraPort’s software trusted these certificates to certify new code as authentic, and so did not seek to validate downloads more intensely.

Similar to the Able Desktop intrusion, spear phishing was likely used to gain initial access to these websites and position these signed malware for download.
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Once on users’ systems, the intruders deployed added payloads to gather information and open a backdoor. As with Sunburst, it is hard to determine how long intruders actively exploited VeraPort as they took great pains to disguise themselves—including varying filenames and using legitimate-looking icons.

Because the intrusion exclusively targeted users of VeraPort-supported websites, not much is known about the intended targets of the operation, other than their South Korean citizenship. This type of intrusion explicitly exploits the trust relationship between government, vendor, and citizen by utilizing mandated software as its distribution vector. The WIZVERA VeraPort compromise has been strongly attributed to Lazarus—also known as Hidden Cobra—an umbrella term used to describe groups likely tied to the North Korean government. Best remembered as the actor behind the 2014 Sony Hack, Lazarus is also known for consistently targeting South Korean citizens. As with Sunburst, VeraPort provided another avenue for intelligence collection across a long-running geopolitical rivalry.

**Operation SignSight**

In the summer of 2020, the Vietnamese Government Certificate Authority (VGCA) was the primary vector of a software supply-chain intrusion targeting a wide range of public and private entities that used its digital-signature software, which provides both certificates of validation and software suites for handling digital document signatures. The software is widely used throughout the country, and is mandated in some cases.

This software, like that targeted through Sunburst, was a trusted administrative tool distributed widely and at the nexus of many public-private interactions. The intruders infiltrated the VGCA website and redirected download links for two different pieces of software to instead deploy malware-laced versions from at least July 23 to August 16, 2020. When run, the compromised software opened the legitimate VGCA program, while also writing the malware onto the target’s computer. As the first step in a multi-part intrusion, the program created a backdoor on the victim machine called Smanager or PhantomNet, communicating basic information to a command-and-control server, and enabling the download and execution of additional malicious packages. The uncompromised versions of the installers had faulty signatures, so the malicious versions—whose digital signatures also failed to verify their integrity—appeared as authentic as the originals.

The SignSight incident derived its potency from the trust users placed in the compromised vendor—the VGCA—and the service oligopoly it had. The VGCA is one of only a handful of entities in Vietnam authorized to issue digital certificates, a crucial component in the cryptography of digital signatures that ensures the identity of the signer, meaning the authorities that issue them must be trustworthy. In fact, the VGCA was
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so trusted that its own incorrectly signed legitimate software failed to raise any red flags. As the government provider of software for navigating digital signatures, the VGCA, much like the vectors involved in the Sunburst case, distributes to a large number of public- and private-sector clients. This gave the intrusion a wide blast radius, particularly centered on entities interacting directly with the Vietnamese government. SignSight also resembles the Sunburst intrusion in its targeting and speculated intent—espionage.

Where Operation SignSight differs from the Sunburst intrusion is in its sophistication. Though some errant instances of Smanager detected in the Philippines might imply a broader intrusion that utilized more vectors than currently understood, Operation SignSight lacks the global reach of Sunburst. Additionally, although the malicious versions of this software used deceptive names for malware files and communicated through encrypted web connections, SignSight lacks the more elaborate deception efforts seen in Sunburst. Even within the relatively niche slice of software supply-chain intrusions that target government-associated IT administrative software for intelligence gathering, there is a wide spectrum of complexity.

Some researchers attribute the intrusion to a China-backed group, due to artifacts left in the malware and to the similarities between Smanager and another backdoor, Tmanger, which is attributed to TA428, a group linked to China that has targeted East Asian countries like Mongolia, Russia, and Vietnam for intelligence-gathering purposes. Moreover, TA428 tends to target government IT entities, as did the perpetrators of Operation SignSight, with an eye toward extracting intelligence. As with Able Desktop, cooperation and sharing of malicious tools and infrastructure between Chinese groups complicates precise attribution. A Chinese cyber intrusion into Vietnam would provide continued visibility into the decision-making of a burgeoning regional player whose security relationships with Chinese rivals in the Indo-Pacific, including the United States, continue to grow.

Juniper

Juniper Networks, an industry leader in networking products based in Sunnyvale, California, publicly announced a serious flaw in its NetScreen line of products in December 2015. Hackers infiltrated Juniper’s software-development process and compromised the algorithm used to encrypt classified communications, allowing them to intercept data from multinational corporations and US government agencies.

NetScreen manufactures high-performance, commercial-grade security systems that are designed to provide firewall, virtual private network (VPN), and network traffic-management capabilities to large organizations. ScreenOS is the operating system powering NetScreen devices, through which authorized users transmit classified data using the built-in
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VPN. In 2006, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) released standards on an encryption algorithm developed by the NSA, called the Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic Random Bit Generator (or Dual_EC). This algorithm relies on a static value, known as “Q,” to encrypt data. Juniper, under the assumption that Dual_EC_DRBG was safe, began to ship its products using a Juniper-specific “Q” value sometime between 2008 and 2009.

Originally, Juniper planned to use the Dual_EC_DRBG algorithm alongside another encryption algorithm to ensure product security. But, for some unknown reason, the second encryption algorithm was not included in the software, so Juniper products relied solely and by default on Dual_EC_DRBG for encryption. In 2012, unbeknownst to Juniper, malicious actors infiltrated Juniper’s software-development process and changed the aforementioned “Q” static value to one they knew. This alteration allowed them to intercept and eavesdrop on sensitive communications by organizations using Juniper VPNs shipped after August 2012. At the time, Juniper’s clients for this product included the Department of Defense, Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Department of the Treasury. It is unclear how much, if any, data was exfiltrated using this exploit. However, honeypots created after the vulnerability’s discovery indicated that the attackers were active. The exploit’s discovery in December 2015 meant that the attackers were able to eavesdrop on “VPN-protected” communications for three years.

According to leaked materials, the NSA was well aware of this “Q” static value backdoor in the Dual_EC_DRBG encryption algorithm and may have intentionally left it there for its own signals-intelligence purposes. The Juniper networking equipment is used in many target countries—such as Pakistan, Yemen, and China—making the backdoor highly valuable to
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Western intelligence agencies. The Juniper hack clearly demonstrates the benefits and risks of purposefully creating backdoors in software used by US government agencies, as they may be more easily leveraged by adversaries. In the aftermath of the Sunburst campaign, senators sent a letter in February 2021 to the NSA questioning why extra software supply-chain safeguards were not put into place after the 2015 Juniper hack. Attribution for this attack is still unknown.

Trendlines Leading to Sunburst

Taken together, these cases convey trends in state-backed software-supply compromises: the identification and extraction of valuable information from adversaries; the undermining of key technical mechanisms of trust to gain access and preserve operational secrecy; and the targeting of deeply privileged programs or those deployed widely across governments and industry—usually at the seams of assurance, with less-than-adequate protection. Far from an unprecedented bolt-from-the-blue attack, Sunburst echoed many of these trends as a supply-chain compromise while adding a highly effective focus on the seams of security in cloud deployments and on-premises identity systems. Unfortunately for the organizations targeted, these supply-chain lessons went largely unheeded, and much of what might have been done to limit the harm of these cloud-focused techniques happened late, or not at all.

The following analysis synthesizes, for each case the types of software targeted, the respective adversary's tactics and intent, and the immediate implications of the incident, without presenting an exhaustive dissection of each. In Figure 10, this report overlaid each intrusion to directly compare them to each other, and Sunburst, along the same notional model of the software supply chain and development lifecycle.

The Contest for Information

Over the past decade, there have been at least one hundred and thirty-eight software supply-chain attacks or vulnerability disclosures. Thirty of these are tied to states—four, including Sunburst, are linked to Russia, versus eight to China.

The Flame, VeraPort, CCleaner, and Able Desktop operations all provided their operators with stealthy means to infiltrate sensitive networks and access systems without detection for months. The Flame malware was able to control infected machines’ internal microphones to record conversations, siphon contact information via nearby Bluetooth devices, record screenshots, and manipulate network devices to collect usernames and passwords.

The Sunburst designers included some similar capabilities, such as transferring and executing files on affected systems, which gave them the ability to exfiltrate large amounts of information from targets over the course of months. Intruders appear to have accessed SolarWinds’ corporate networks and infiltrated the company’s build infrastructure as early as September 2019, through still-unconfirmed means.

A key aspect of the intelligence contest is not only the acquisition of information, but a combination of data collection, data denial, and securing access to target networks that allows actors to more effectively maneuver around adversary defenses, in and outside of cyberspace, and preposition capabilities for future use. Triton, not mentioned above, serves as a good example of prepositioning. Intruders in the Triton case first gained access to the plant’s networks through a poorly secured engineering workstation, before then moving to a computer that controlled a number of physical safety systems using a previously unknown

software vulnerability, or zero-day. This vulnerability enabled the malware to alter the system design by accessing supervisor privileges to inject the malware payload into the firmware, as well as modify a piece of administrative software running on the computer. This software, called Trixonex, linked the computer to a number of physical control and safety systems. The malware enabled intruders to read, write, and execute commands inside the safety-control network, which triggered two shutdowns in June and August 2017, leading to the operation’s unmasking and obscuring its final stages from discovery.

Despite the lack of final-stage execution, the accessed privileged information about the plant created the possibility for the intruders to create real physical harm. In a worst-case scenario, the access the intruders had before their discovery would have allowed them to trigger explosions causing casualties both at the plant and in surrounding areas. Safety instrumented systems are not unique to petrochemical powerplants in Saudi Arabia; they secure everything from transportation systems to nuclear powerplants. The execution of such an action would fall outside the realm of espionage operations, but the preparation for it demands exquisite information about a target system. These intrusions, once discovered, no longer provided tangible espionage capabilities, but the preparation for such an eventuality constitutes prepositioning. If the intent of Triton was to prove a potential destructive capability, it succeeded.

**Tactics: Run Silent, Run Deep**

For most of the studied cases, intruders’ key point of entry to their targets was the circumvention of code-signing protections to compromise software. From there, intruders moved laterally throughout the networks they could access via the initial infection. Among these eight total cases (including Sunburst), a diversity of techniques was employed to break, evade, or abuse the protections of these signatures. Flame managed to solve the significant mathematical problem of breaking the cryptographic protections of a certificate that granted excessive permissions in order to target individual users. Juniper exploited backdoors in an encryption standard on private networks meant to protect classified government communications. Others opted for more cost-efficient, less demanding techniques, such as stealing legitimate code-signing certificates (VeraPort) or compromising build servers to inject code prior to signing (CCleaner). At the other end of the spectrum, some compromises relied on shortcomings already present in code-integrity protections by targeting unsigned software, programs with signatures that had already failed verification, or systems that did not fully authenticate certificates.

Each of the intruders in these cases used varying methods to remain unobserved, though Flame and Sunburst evidenced particular sophistication in their methods, including operational restraint in where they deployed. The Sunburst operators gained an intelligence foothold in US government agencies and leading technology companies for as long as nine months. To achieve this intelligence objective, Sunburst operators prioritized stealth in their malware design, having its communications masquerade as legitimate network traffic and sent out in sparing intervals.
Despite operating over a multitude of targets, the Sunburst intruders maintained significantly high levels of operational security to avoid discovery. The Sunburst malware landed in its prospective targets and waited, patiently, for two weeks before initiating any activity. The intruders went to great lengths to avoid detection, masquerading as legitimate SolarWinds network traffic, hiding in the operations of other software and scheduled tasks, and downloading additional malicious functionality/payloads, like Teardrop, which were never stored on disk. Avoiding detection gave intruders time to choose whom they wished to fully compromise. While none of these techniques is entirely new, they represent significant technical investment and operational patience. The Sunburst intruders also showed serious precision in their targeting. Although the initial infection vectors cast a wide net, follow-on operations appeared deliberate and precise.81

Designing stealthy malware is integral to the success of an espionage operation. As Kevin Mandia, CEO of FireEye, said of the actor behind Sunburst in his statement to the US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, “Everything about this aligned to a threat actor who...was more concerned about operational security than mission accomplished.”82 Remaining hidden allows an intruder the time and space to employ espionage capabilities and fulfill its strategic ends. Most of these operations enjoyed lengthy periods of operation between their initial compromise and discovery.

Bounding the Blast Radius

Many of these cases share a key characteristic—the compromised codebases were widely used, or otherwise required software with significant default permissions; this class of software provided ready access to target networks with massive economies of investment. This efficiency makes software supply chain attacks particularly compelling, and, despite the identified one hundred and thirty-eight events over the last decade, there are doubtless more that have yet to emerge. The Sunburst campaign targeted network-monitoring software widely used across industry and government, while CCleaner leveraged an immensely popular administrative tool. VeraPort managed access to secure websites and authenticating users, and SignSight exploited Vietnamese government-managed cryptographic software employed throughout the country. The necessity or commonality of this software creates points of failure that users of the underlying service cannot avoid, allowing intruders to funnel themselves toward end targets.83

Many of these software supply-chain campaigns also targeted administrative and security tools because of their significant permissions and frequent presence on devices not subject to the same security evaluation as standard endpoints. Kingslayer undermined a frequently downloaded log-analysis tool for IT administrators. Triconex, targeted in the Triton campaign, coordinated operations at large industrial facilities.


Hijacked updates already enjoy the ability to reach deep into systems, and many of the software programs targeted in other cases had even greater proximity to sensitive functions in their host networks.

Some incursions also leveraged, or attempted to leverage, multiple points of entry to reach their desired targets. In cyberspace, as in any open system, the principle of equifinality applies, meaning that a given end state is attainable through a multitude of paths. The choice to identify and exploit several vectors increases the chance for the discovery of an operation. Both strong and weak actors often use multiple vectors not to compensate for a lack of ability, but to multiply existing ability. The actors responsible for Sunburst did not build their strategy around the weaknesses of SolarWinds, but targeted that software due to its wide connections with technology companies and government entities. In the majority of cases, the focus of these intruders appears instead to have been organization’s email and productivity tools, including Microsoft’s SaaS suite—Office 365.84 SolarWinds served as an important vector—one of several—to that end.

“MANY OF THESE SOFTWARE SUPPLY-CHAIN CAMPAIGNS ALSO TARGETED ADMINISTRATIVE AND SECURITY TOOLS BECAUSE OF THEIR SIGNIFICANT PERMISSIONS AND FREQUENT PRESENCE ON DEVICES NOT SUBJECT TO THE SAME SECURITY EVALUATION AS STANDARD ENDPOINTS.”

III — CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO SUNBURST

At its heart, Sunburst was an expansive intelligence-gathering campaign, characterized by long-running reconnaissance and preparation, persistent compromise of a variety of systems and victims, and stealthy operation throughout. Though mature organizations assume a compromise is inevitable, especially in the face of better resourced and skilled adversaries, more could have been done to discover and mitigate the Sunburst campaign. The issue is not that the adversary got through, but that it roamed so freely, so far, and for so long.

This section analyzes the defining characteristics of Sunburst with themes from the previous cases to understand the operations’ success against key points of failure in government and industry: a lack of effective risk prioritization, shortfalls in the defensibility of linchpin cloud infrastructure, ineffective operational collaboration, and a brittle federal cyber risk-management apparatus. None of these failures is existential, and all offer opportunities for reform by policymakers and industry.

In evaluating Sunburst, problems emerge in (at least) three areas.

1. DEFICIENCIES IN RISK MANAGEMENT

Federal enterprise risk management leans more heavily toward “management” than risk. The .gov and .mil environments are unusually challenging environments to secure. They are wildly uneven landscapes of technology versions, use cases, governance structures, and resources. What standards are present are often poorly implemented, and the programs underachieving. Better risk prioritization will account for this challenge, but it must be ruthless.

2. HARD-TO-DEFEND LINCHPIN CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES

Many in industry failed to adequately share responsibility for the security of their products. For vendors like SolarWinds, and in most of the other cases surveyed for this report, especially Kingslayer and SignSight, this will require better securing development environments as well as improving the security of software deployments. The major cloud providers—Microsoft in this instance, but also Amazon and Google—can work to make linchpin technologies like IAM services more defensible, in line with changing adversary behavior.
3. LIMITED SPEED AND POOR ADAPTABILITY

Federal supply-chain security policies change too slowly to keep up with the landscape of supply-chain risk, especially in software. The federal government must reform itself to better adapt supply-chain security policies without the need for significant shifts in authorities or wholesale new programs.

Deficiencies in Risk Management

Having a robust system for identifying High Value Assets (HVAs) and the tools needed to protect them is a critical start to minimizing future risk and assessing what data and systems comprise the HVAs that already exist in federal agencies. In 2016, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) put out a memorandum defining HVAs as federal information systems and data for which unauthorized access could cause a significant impact to US national security, among other characteristics. CISA has circulated further guidance to government agencies and private-sector organizations alike to consider interconnectivity and dependencies in assessments of what constitutes an HVA.

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), through CISA’s Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation Program (CDM), was supposed to provide an incisive look into the security posture of all federal agencies, but, as Sunburst illustrated, it somewhat unsurprisingly failed to meet expectations. Since 2012, CDM has sought to standardize security procedures and frameworks across federal civilian agencies. Despite the relatively long program duration, several of its key metrics went unmet, severely limiting what CISA could have known and, therefore, done. Continuous monitoring of network behavior relies on assessing which metrics provide valuable checks on network integrity, and the practice can play a key role in compromise detection and mitigation. In the case of SolarWinds, continuous monitoring applied thoroughly could have detected mismatches in login and authentication requests in Azure Active Directories or picked up on the creation of new trust entities, alerting targets to attacker behavior—if the metric was correctly identified. Information about agency implementation is sparse.

Federal agencies have instructions to maintain awareness of the value of systems not just from their own perspectives, but also from the perspectives of malicious actors. OMB outlined a framework for agencies to identify and prioritize HVAs based on risk factors such as adversary intent. Orion’s pervasiveness across government agencies, depth of access, and proximity to valuable information make the software the archetype of this type of system. The CISA page in support of OMB specifically gives the example that “if the authentication solution for an HVA is the organization’s centralized Active Directory solution then the Active Directory solution may also be considered an HVA due to critical dependency.”

CDM’s Asset Management and Network Security Management programs are supposed to track each agency’s security-management configurations and supply-chain risk-management programs. This promise has yet to be fully realized. For example, on the hardware side, because of numerous miscommunications with contractors, individual agencies faced difficulty in registering devices with the CDM system. Without proper device registration, CDM is unable to get the full picture of an agency’s network (and, subsequently, the federal government’s network), leaving gaps for adversaries to exploit. CISA was aware of this failure in March 2019, but, as late as August 2020, the hardware issue was still without a resolution.

On the software side, CDM’s software asset-management tools caused the Small Business Administration’s...
operating systems and software not documented by CDM were simply left unsecured and viewed as a low priority, although threat vectors could very well infiltrate through those devices. And, even though the CDM system presents a helpful dashboard populated with agency-specific threat information and security priorities, agency officials reported that the quality of information was poor. A potentially useful program to detect and mitigate Sunburst was insufficient for the task.

CISA’s EINSTEIN program does monitor inbound and outbound traffic to federal-agency networks. Though it was circumvented in the SolarWinds incident, the program could be significantly improved and updated toward a more allow-list-oriented screening process and in-network auditing. Nonetheless, any delay and cost it imposed by forcing the adversary to circumvent it can be viewed as moderate successes.

Importantly, when it comes to better risk prioritization, continuous-monitoring regimes are no panacea. Continuous monitoring is used somewhat interchangeably to describe a set of objects all under a broad approach to security—monitoring of compliance, monitoring of risk assessment and security posture, monitoring network behavior, and monitoring dependencies—all of which deserve discussion. Though requiring different tools and applied at different levels by different entities, each of these aims is critical to effective supply-chain risk management. Compliance monitoring can be jointly undertaken by agencies requiring compliance, auditors ensuring it, and vendors maintaining it. The Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP), Federal Information Security Modernization Act (FISMA), Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC), etc., are moving toward, or have implemented, continuous monitoring as a supplement to periodic review.

Risk-assessment monitoring occurs within agencies and vendors analyzing their exposure to known vulnerabilities and threats. NIST guidelines emphasize continuous monitoring, even providing a dedicated special publication for the topic (SP 800-137), aimed at federal organizations and information systems and dating back to at least 2011. It focuses on the practice of assessing “security control effectiveness and of organizational security states,” though federal integration of its processes is incomplete and unclear. The 2018 Annual FISMA Report to Congress indicated that seventeen of twenty-three primary federal civilian agencies had implemented such practices. In either case, the practice was likely a victim of vague guidelines and subjective self-assessment. Agencies, especially those capable of more automation, should more extensively implement the NIST guidelines.

Even more broadly, agency-wide ICT supply-chain risk-management practices could have created a faster and more comprehensive incident response, but—at least within the federal government—they are chronically underdeveloped. A recent General Accounting Office (GAO) report, 21-171, found that just five of twenty-three examined federal civilian agencies had fully or partially established agency-wide ICT supply-chain risk-assessment processes in compliance with seven identified foundational best practices.

Existing certification and authorization regimes also lag behind the use of their considered software. In SolarWinds’ case, Orion is on the Department of Defense Information Networks (DoDIN) Approved Products List (APL), along with many other certifications and approvals for both the product and its vendor. Placement on the APL is a laborious, months-long process, which, in theory, reviews major updates
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to deployed systems. However, the disconnect between a vendor’s intent for an update and an attacker’s ability to exploit it means that “minor” releases can conceal major compromises. Throughout government schema for protecting acquired software, the review of updates and the periodic nature of certification audits mean that security cannot keep pace with threats, even as various programs strive for more frequent checks. An increase in the frequency and depth of these evaluations, in turn, could have improved government reaction to Sunburst, and would require that agencies know better what software requires scrutiny by the nature of its use and its proximity to valuable information.

These shortcomings in risk prioritization and supply-chain risk management, the slow and encumbered bureaucratic response in the face of a patient and persistent adversary, and failures in basic, important security tools are not new—nor is the adversary’s targeting of widely used software with significant permissions on victim networks. Federal practices could have stymied the spread of Sunburst more quickly and more thoroughly. Lateral movement could have been reduced, post-compromise information disseminated among agencies quicker, and individual agencies could have detected, aggregated information about, and acted on aberrant behavior faster. Should Orion have been classified as a high-priority program, its network traffic may have been monitored better and updates checked more rigorously—even SolarWinds, the vendor itself, may have been subjected to better cyber-hygiene requirements that would have alerted government clients to issues such as its much-publicized insecure update server. With better knowledge about its critical assets, and a better organizational framework for assessing related security postures, the government will also be better situated to widen the aperture of its authorizations.

**Hard-to-Defend Linchpin Cloud Technologies**

With the widening adoption of cloud computing, major providers have become uniform in their evangelism of the “shared responsibility” model. Users must play a role in securing even the most hands-off cloud technologies by determining factors like user roles and the classification of data, which the provider’s technology can then enforce.

Shared responsibility is a useful model, but it comes with three important caveats. First, shared responsibility masks the uneven maturity of organizations and technologies on the user side of that shared line, producing much more of a zigzag than a clean line of responsibility. Second, all cloud deployments rely on certain linchpin technologies on which every other security program or critical resource depends. As cloud computing becomes ever more widely used, the potential harm for such a failure in a linchpin system like IAM, secrets management, or host virtualization grows. These services cannot fail; and in the rare instances where they do, they must fail with uncommon grace. Cloud providers must be conscious of weaknesses in the assumptions they make about their architecture and its relationship with users. Exploitable flaws or soft spots in design and concept will not always present themselves as categorizable vulnerabilities.

Cloud service providers take on the obligation to secure these linchpins, but the threats they envision, and thus design against, must keep pace with real-world adversary behaviors—including some low-probability, high-consequence events, which may demand costly and inconvenient choices. Third, because providers build the products and services for which users are obligated to share responsibility, providers must make those systems straightforward to both use and defend. Otherwise, responsibility is abdicated more than shared, and the model breaks.

In the case of Sunburst, a large-scale software supply-chain attack became a full-blown crisis when the adversary successfully abused several Microsoft IAM products. This abuse, which was sustained despite including techniques known to the security community for years, helped the adversary move silently across victim networks. These techniques also enabled the adversary, in a damaging turn of events, to hop from on-premises networks into Office 365 environments.

The Sunburst adversary worked to abuse Microsoft IAM products to move throughout victim organizations in nearly every case catalogued by FireEye.
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Microsoft Azure’s IAM system is Azure Active Directory (AAD). It authenticates users for Office 365 and Azure, the Software as a Service (SaaS) and Platform/Infrastructure as a Service (PaaS/IaaS) offerings, respectively, of the Redmond giant. AAD is not to be confused with Active Directory (AD), an IAM for on-premises networks that does not authenticate for cloud applications. Often, organizations opt to avoid the administrative hassle of having two sets of credentials separately stored on both AAD and AD for each employee and connect the two using one of several products, including Active Directory Federated Services (ADFS).

The Sunburst operators targeted a variety of these products. With AAD, they modified authentication requirements, rewrote access controls, and abused highly privileged accounts to access resources across organizations. In the case of ADFS, the adversary stole certificates to create its own identities and bypass multi-factor authentication requirements and other safeguards designed to stop the intrusion. While Azure Active Directory Connect has not been directly implicated, it is reasonable to assume that malicious actors with access to on-premises AD services may have simply moved laterally into the connected Azure cloud environment, a technique previously demonstrated by security researchers. The adversary used the stolen signing certificates to grant itself access to sensitive resources while bypassing multi-factor authentication safeguards, including direct access to dozens of email accounts in Office 365 (and the ability to view thousands more). This kind of targeting of IAM services is not novel to Sunburst, nor new. One of the attacks on ADFS, referred to as Golden SAML, was known at least as far back as 2017. FireEye flagged an increase in compromises against AAD and Office 365 just a few months before...
news of Sunburst broke (and roughly a year after SolarWinds was first compromised). While not used in every compromise, the Golden SAML technique was difficult to detect, and still sufficiently impactful to allow the adversary to bypass multi-factor authentication (MFA) protections and continue to work after a password change.

This GoldenSAML technique was not the only one used to bypass MFA. Within AAD, cloud applications have unique permission profiles, called Application Permissions, which these applications to interface with Office 365 products. If an adversary manages to commandeering a cloud application, then they can take advantage of its equipped permissions. In the Sunburst campaign, the adversary first conducted reconnaissance to determine which applications were bestowed with powerful permissions (e.g., permission to access all emails for backup). Using a compromised account (such as an Application Administrator), the adversary added unauthorized certificates to the identified applications, then impersonated these applications to gather intelligence, avoiding MFA protections entirely.

In Microsoft’s response to Sunburst, the company recommended numerous best practices and configurations, some of which could have been implemented by default and possibly have mitigated the eventual breach. Microsoft may also have worsened the situation by limiting baseline security tools to upsell a more capable paid version of Azure Defender, turning it into a profit center and adding a barrier to organizational investment in security by limiting logging tools and features to higher-level licenses than those required for the identity products themselves. This practice has attracted criticism from several members of Congress. CrowdStrike, a security firm (and competitor to the expanding Azure/Office 365/Windows security suite), also criticized Microsoft for inadequately documenting crisis-response procedures for users and making security audits of these products technically challenging.

The abuse of the cloud provider’s IAM services, and of the zigzagging line of shared responsibility in mixed on-premises/cloud environments, critically differentiates Sunburst from the other software supply-chain attacks profiled in this report. This raises two important questions about the security of cloud computing services.

- Are cloud service providers doing enough to provide defensible technologies that allow their users to adequately share responsibility for their security?
- Are the threat models against which cloud service providers secure their linchpin technologies, like IAM, sufficient for the current risk landscape?
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Cloud computing is a multi-billion-dollar market and is rapidly growing to become a standard fixture in organizations’ networks, often overlapping with on-premises infrastructure. Cloud security is no panacea, however, and organizations bring much of their same risk to these new environments while also being obligated to learn a new vocabulary of product names and functions as they deploy their data into the cloud.\textsuperscript{116}

These cloud deployments rely on certain linchpin security services. For example, all cloud providers have their own IAM services that organizations use to define permissions and authentication requirements for their users, governing what resources and options they may access. As cloud computing matures, these IAM services become more customizable, and increasing customization breeds complexity that can create security and defensibility challenges not well captured by a numbered vulnerability.\textsuperscript{117} Complicated and unintuitive IAM services can lead to security misconfigurations and user difficulties; as a result, some organizations opt to simply rely on insecure defaults. Additionally, smaller or less-resourced organizations that lack the expertise to decipher the plethora of IAM choices are more prone to mistakes and stand out as attractive stepping stones to larger targets. Cloud providers need to design IAM services that minimize complexity and maximize ease of use, to ensure consistent security and shore up the proverbial “weakest link.”\textsuperscript{118}

For instance, Amazon Web Services’ (AWS) IAM can also bridge an organization’s on-premises identity records and its AWS records, and users are susceptible to similar configuration mistakes.\textsuperscript{119} In November 2020, Unit 42 at Palo Alto Networks found that a simple and easily made misconfiguration could easily leave this AWS IAM system open to compromise.\textsuperscript{120} A 2019 McAfee report found that the complexity of one AWS storage service (Elastic Block Store) often led to data not being properly encrypted. This issue of technology that was too complex to effectively defend was also tagged as an important culprit in the 2019 Capital One breach, in which an AWS software vulnerability, coupled with Capital One’s struggle to properly configure its Amazon IAM service, led to disclosure of tens of millions of user account


\textsuperscript{120} Michael Vizard, “Palo Alto Networks Surfaces AWS API Vulnerabilities,” Security Boulevard, November 23, 2020, https://securityboulevard.com/2020/11/palo-alto-networks-surfaces-aws-api-vulnerabilities/; Walker and Leedham-Green, “Identity.” Unit 42 also added that organizations broadly transplanting settings from one AWS account to another may cause systemic risk. And malicious actors, once in the network, may leverage other misconfigurations to elevate their access. “Unit 42 Cloud Threat Report: Identity Security;” Palo Alto Networks, 2021, https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/unit42-cloud-threat-research; Unit 42 also added that organizations broadly transplanting settings from one AWS account to another may cause systemic risk. And malicious actors, once in the network, may leverage other misconfigurations to elevate their access.
AWS data leaks due to misconfiguration, even in smaller scale, are not uncommon.²¹² Likewise, Cloud Identity, the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) IAM service, has suffered vulnerabilities from customers’ struggles to properly configure and defend their services.²¹³ Netskope found that even if GCP environments have MFA and hardware-stored or secured-key protections, they are still susceptible to breaches. Making matters worse, detecting such breaches using GCP’s logging tools and halting these activities is reportedly difficult, requiring a third-party add-on to parse. Overall, researchers have found secure configurations of GCP’s IAM service are not necessarily easy or intuitive to implement. Cloud providers often call on their customers to adopt the “principle of least privilege” when setting up security configurations and settings—only giving network entities access where they strictly need it, and defaulting to refusing access. This is easier said than done. Tweaking configurations for least privilege requires much time, trial, and error, which many organizations cannot afford.²¹⁴

Large cloud vendors are rapidly pushing new products and features to remain competitive. But, swift cycles for innovation also increase configuration complexity, place more security responsibility on customers, and create a major governance challenge within vendors themselves. It is one thing if a company organizes into dozens of loosely coordinated business units, but the resulting cloud deployment is a single attack surface for the adversary to locate gaps and weaknesses. Reacting to competitors quickly means less attention and fewer resources to provide developers with information about themselves, such as their IP address and their location in the computing fabric. “AWS Security Vulnerabilities And Attack Vectors,” Rhino Security Labs, 2016, https://rhinosecuritylabs.com/cloud-security/aws-security-vulnerabilities-perspective. Crucially, metadata services grant temporary credentials that give AWS assets access to each other (the degree of access is based on an asset’s permission configuration). United States of America v. Paige A Thompson (United States District Court for the Western District of Washington at Seattle July 29, 2019), https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6274896/Capital-One-breach-privileged-access.html. Because of a firewall misconfiguration, the attacker was freely able to send commands to this privileged metadata service. The attacker first requested the “role name” of the server she accessed. The metadata service complied with this request and returned the string “ISRM-WAF-Role.” Hazel Virginia Whitehouse-Grant-Christ, “IAM Roles,” Amazon, 2011, https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles. html. Roles are granular permission settings and labels defining what AWS assets can and cannot do. “A Technical Analysis Of The Capital One Hack,” CloudSploit, 2019, https://cloudsploit.com/a-technical-analysis-of-the-capital-one-hack-data-breach. By virtue of the excessive permissions granted to these clusters, the attacker was able to run the ListBuckets command to get information about how the bank’s customer data was stored. The S3:Sync command, also granted by the excessive permissions, was then used to copy data from the cloud storage to a local machine. The Capital One breach is, unfortunately, a “perfect” example of cascading security failures caused by cloud misconfiguration.


for detailed architectural planning and comprehensive threat modeling, which can cost users dearly.  

Microsoft Azure’s development has also exhibited some of these worrying trends. For example, users can pick between Connect, AD Sync, or ADFS to link their on-premises infrastructure to their Azure environments. These three models also have distinct security capabilities, each with trade-offs that require close attention. These different complex mechanisms require comprehensive understanding to configure correctly and prevent attackers from moving laterally between user environments. The pace at which these features are updated makes it burdensome for organizations to adopt best practices in a timely fashion. The increased interface complexity also scales poorly with users’ understanding of the cloud.

Unfortunately, as more layers of capability are added, cloud vendors are finding ways to monetize crucial features, especially security tools. To effectively conduct incident response, organizations must be able to retrieve activity logs from their cloud environments. However, both Microsoft and Amazon have adopted schemes in which users must pay to record activity data (e.g., Azure AD Logs and GuardDuty, respectively). Complicated billing structures may also increase the likelihood that organizations overlook essential security features, requiring manual input to turn on. “Secure by default” means readily providing cloud users the tooling to defend themselves. Monetization risks pulling users away from that goal. Cloud service providers can provide more secure linchpin services and defensible products to their users, and these providers will play a crucial role in cybersecurity as the adoption of cloud computing widens.

Brittleness in Federal Cyber Risk Management

Successive federal government cybersecurity leaders have tried run the .gov as a single enterprise without streamlining its ability to buy technologies, develop governance, or enforce policies accordingly. Governance, across the .gov in particular, continues to be fragmented in important ways. The passage of new laws and authorities does little more than pile on new requirements to those unmet previous. Across the federal government, the array of risk-management schemes, authorization programs, certification standards, and guidance for all of the above is staggering. The chart below maps out key existing policy programs and regulatory vehicles, as well as the SSCP certification scheme. The horizontal axis captures a highly abstracted flowchart of an information and communications technology (ICT) supply chain. Red entries denote core government responsibilities for implementation, and green for industry. Along the vertical axis are the key points of leverage into these supply chains. The programs noted below span moderating standards, producer practices, products, and deployment. Programs that crossed paths directly with SolarWinds or its Orion program are outlined in gold. Government and independent bodies apply these standards through a complex web of requirements, enforcement policies, certifications, authorizations, and support systems. The complexity of this array defies easy functional categorization and speaks to the dizzying collection of hurdles that stand between a prospective technology vendor and its federal user, let alone between a regulator and reform.

As illustrated graphically above, none of these systems can truly and cleanly fall into a single bucket. FISMA
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governs agency practices and deployment as much as it mandates checkboxes to product vendors.\(^{129}\) The CMMC framework ranks and incorporates vendor practices into product contracts. It is also ambiguous “how” to assess security.\(^{130}\) Often, the distinctions are too strong. For software, the line between a vendor and its product security is overly simplified. Product integrity cannot be assured if key components of the vendor’s build and maintenance infrastructure are vulnerable, as in the case of Sunburst. When the government acquires an off-the-shelf product, it also buys maintenance practices over the product’s lifecycle (and even the planned lifecycle itself). Security regimes must reflect that. Likewise, the security needs of a product must not only be determined by its function, but also by its placement and access in the network. FIPS 199, NIST 800-60, and FIPS 200 work under FISMA and requirements from NIST 800-53 to map information types, requisite security categories, and resultant security baselines for federal information systems.\(^{131}\) However, they focus on classifying the risks from the compromise of information—specifically its confidentiality, integrity, and availability—rather than on the


potential blast radius of compromise and the resulting threat to an underlying network.

At the standards level, the FIPS 140 series of certifications maintain standards for cryptographic modules used by the government. NIST and associated labs review source code and any subsequent changes before validating a product, the certification of which lasts for about five years or until a vulnerability is discovered. FIPS 140-2 is being phased out for FIPS 140-3 over a few years, updating to a more diversified hardware, software, firmware, and hybrid modeling framework. Many products have FIPS-inside modes, meaning they use or can be configured to use FIPS-validated modules. The Common Criteria, or International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 15408, is an international standard for mapping a product to evaluation criteria for security assurances. It maps around sixty requirements over several evaluation levels and is widely used in industry and required in federal agencies, essentially creating a common language for evaluations. Its compliance is assessed by NIST-approved labs. The timeline for Common Criteria certification can be long—in some cases, years. The Defense Department’s Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) governs the capabilities-development portion of its acquisition process, enabling iteration of desired product capabilities from design to deployment, moving the process toward a more agile disposition, and incorporating a maturation and risk-reduction phase.

Several different regimes and bodies deal with the security posture of vendors and producers. SOC 2 Type II reports detail compliance with American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) requirements over a predetermined timeframe in accordance with CPA or other accountant-entity audits. DFARS is the Department of Defense (DoD) supplement to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). It contains specific cybersecurity provisions requiring vendor compliance with security controls sourced from NIST 800-171. Compliance can be determined by federal assessment, third-party audit, or self-assessment, with each method providing different degrees of accreditation. The requirements map to ISO 27001 as well, and defense contracts can be revoked without compliance.

The DoD’s new CMMC program tiers and assesses vendor cybersecurity practices on a five-level range. It is incorporated into contracts and designed to operate with other existing standards, such as DFARS requirements and FedRAMP (both of which are aligning with CMMC level 3). It builds a C3PAO audit onto the existing DFARS requirements and is expected to provide a useful resource across the federal government. The General Services Administration’s (GSA) nascent Vendor Risk Assessment Program (VRAP)—though only in the draft proposal phase—will eventually make use of unclassified and classified information to vet vendor risk in the supply chain of federal contracts. Treasury’s Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) reviews and acts on national security concerns arising from foreign investments and transactions in US domestic companies with authorities to order divestment, mitigate exposure, and even nix deals. EO 13873 grants acquisition oversight powers to DHS under CISA’s National Risk Management Center (NRMC) and elaborates on the Department of Commerce Interim Rule Response to define foreign adversaries, deconflict roles with
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CFIUS, focusing on risk assessment against national security needs.\textsuperscript{140} Last, and most granular, NDAA Sec. 889 updates FAR implementation to prohibit government procurement from several prominent Chinese Telecoms corporations.\textsuperscript{141} In addition, NIST IR 8276 creates a SCRM overlay based on industry knowledge that provides guidance on vendor best practices for cyber supply-chain risk-management.\textsuperscript{142} At the product level, FISMA enforces the security of federal agency information systems and non-government organizations dealing in governmental CUI (Controlled Unclassified Information). It assigns responsibility to individual agencies for compliance with implementing risk-based security controls for their information systems, sourced from NIST 800-53, and the same for non-governmental organizations dealing with federal information, sourced from NIST 800-171. Overseen by the OMB, FISMA requires yearly reports to Congress by agencies, and incorporates several other standards and frameworks. The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) SBoM program proposes a required product deliverable to track software and system dependencies, and has demonstrated successful pilot implementations in the healthcare sector. FedRAMP is a GSA program that implements a “do once use many” structure for the provision of cloud services to federal agencies.\textsuperscript{143} Vendors and their products are vetted by certified third-party auditing organizations for use by any federal civilian agency against a range of impact-severity levels, and held to several NIST standards, including guidance on continuous monitoring. It controls overlap with add-ons to FISMA compliance requirements. DoDIN’s APL serves as a centralized list for DoD-acquired products that have achieved interoperability and cybersecurity authorization against a variety of standards and defense requirements.\textsuperscript{144} Items can be pulled from the list, and reviews can occur after patches, though they may not need to take place. In parallel, the DoD’s Adaptive Acquisition Framework lays out several pathways for vendors to sell products to the DoD, sorted by the type of capability being addressed and all under a blanket requirement of cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{145} The specific software pathway focuses on more agile requirement development and iteration processes and more comprehensive lifecycle planning, and a full review is required after three years, barring a three-year extension approval. NDAA Sec. 835 requires the development of software security criteria in bid solicitation, code-review procedure, and coordination with DoD acquisition reform.\textsuperscript{146} Currently, the federal civilian cybersecurity doctrine leans too heavily on individual agencies. They are often expected to determine how to assess producers and product risk and make choices on how to manage that risk. A customized solution for each agency is infeasible. As a result, civilian federal agencies systematically fail at implementing recommended practices.\textsuperscript{147} Fourteen of twenty-three federal civilian agencies failed to sufficiently implement a single foundational practice aggregated by the GAO from NIST 800-161, -37, -53, -30, and -39. Those practices are executive oversight of ICT SCRM, agency-wide ICT SCRM strategy development, identification and documentation of agency-specific ICT supply chains, the establishment of procedural ICT supply-risk assessment, the establishment of SCRM review of potential suppliers, organizational SCRM requirements for ICT suppliers, and pre-deployment compromise detection. The GAO report cited above aggregates several agency-reported reasons for this systemic failure: insufficient federal guidance to implement one or more practices; awaiting guidance from the Federal Acquisition Security Council (FASC); federated organizational structures creating an unmanageable diversity of risk
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tolerances within an agency, or delegating the task to internal bureaus; insufficient need for an ICT SCRM program to justify the resources required; general complexity of the undertaking; and agency preference for ad hoc management of supply-chain risk assessment. Without help in implementing agency SCRM plans, incident response and coordination by the federal government will continue to suffer.

The plethora of information-sharing forums in existence deserves mention, despite not fitting into Figure 10. CISA’s Critical Infrastructure and Key Resource (CIKR) Cyber Information Sharing and Collaboration Program (CISCP) strives to aggregate unclassified threat data between industry and government, generally focusing on critical-infrastructure industry partners. Within the government, NTIA’s Communication Supply Chain Risk Information Partnership (C-SCRIP) is designed to coordinate incident response and threat intelligence between the ODNI, DHS, the FBI, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), and output it to smaller communications providers, but it is still developing. CISA’s National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) is designed to coordinate within government, and is also refining its practices among six internal entities.

Most notable, though, is the conspicuous lack of a single clearinghouse for crucial threat information, a common point of concern for industry, which has set up several substitutes, including the Information Technology-Information Sharing and Analysis Center (IT-ISAC), the National Defense Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ND ISAC), and others. While centralizing responsibilities within government would likely prove too onerous and leave gaps in specialized knowledge, information is better situated to benefit from aggregation and standardization.

More important than reactive information, however, is proactive intelligence that anticipates threats and helps to shape the behavior of both offensive and defensive players. The outcome from more proactive, permissioned, and frequent working-level collaboration between offensive and defensive entities, as well as between public and private stakeholders, is crucial to driving a more responsive and defensible technology ecosystem. When FireEye began disclosing the Sunburst campaign elements it had uncovered to government, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Kevin Mandia, in testimony to House and Senate committees, said, “My reaction was that I didn’t see surprise...A lot of folks...had various products that had little blips on the radar, and we had to connect the dots from many different vectors.” These common but unconnected concerns, observed once all stakeholders were in the same room, indicate a clear improvement—striving to convene and share regularly and proactively, rather than just in response to an observed incident. In Mandia’s words, “If you centralize the intel, it can only improve the speed at which that picture and vision will come together.”

Most broadly, this overemphasis on prevention and reaction, rather than mitigation and rapid discovery, forces the government to fight an unwinnable battle. Compromise is inevitable and ongoing. Creating new programs from scratch will not remedy cybersecurity shortcomings, and risks complicating an already crowded regulatory picture. The goal of at least one avenue of reform should be to condense, clarify, and coordinate between existing programs—empowering more rapid adaptation by the executive branch and a recurring trimming back of programs not fit to purpose, or too slow to match the technologies for which they purport to manage risk. Many of the building blocks for these changes are in place, but they require iterative and diligent improvement. The final section of this report discusses how to move these policies, and the larger US cybersecurity strategy, toward a more secure, defensible, and competitive posture.
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IV — TOWARD A MORE COMPETITIVE CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY

Despite their sophistication and constancy, state-backed campaigns like Sunburst hold lessons for government and industry to move toward a more competitive US cybersecurity strategy. Between catastrophic inaction and the impossibility of total prevention of harm, there are several existing programs and standing guidelines that can be tweaked, as well as simple new directives built on existing authorities—all of which can help to better contain, and more quickly identify, the next such incident.

For too long, US cybersecurity policy has bifurcated offensive and defensive activities and ignored the realities of the conflict environment in which defensive responses shape the future of an offense that preys on incremental shortcomings. Every change is part of the ongoing search for an advantageous position. And while defenders play with homefield advantage, they must contend with ever more complex networks and a byzantine array of overlapping requirements.

Change is vital to reform the US cybersecurity strategy to match the dynamism and speed of the cyber conflict environment. Both government and industry must take part. Successful participation in an intelligence contest demands just that—good intelligence. Information sharing between government and industry is critical for identifying and addressing similar cyber incidents, and—as often noted in congressional hearings held in the wake of the Sunburst campaign—the current state of such collaboration is inadequate.154

One group found that the greatest impediment to information sharing from the private sector was its fear of liability, which was not fully covered under the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015 (or 2002).155 Concerns voiced in congressional testimony by Microsoft, FireEye, and others about the difficulty of notifying government echo the findings, and contractual restrictions on notification from one vendor to multiple agencies further compound the issues and delay response.156 Throwing funding at promising and/or new initiatives before fully grasping the failures
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(and successes) of existing networks and programs is a recipe for similar results.

The remainder of this section discusses the strategy of “flow,” highlights several successful or promising programs in federal cyber risk management and offers three clusters of recommendations to build on these programs in aspirational reform toward a US cybersecurity strategy of “flow.”

### Seeking Flow

The United States should work to adopt a strategy of persistent “flow,” acknowledging that the persistent engagement of cyberspace requires balance and agility in the search for leverage over an opponent—something akin to a continuous boxing match. It is not enough for a US cybersecurity strategy to focus on engagement. The United States must attempt to maintain balance between these operations, and across defenders, while anticipating adversary moves and seeking its own points of leverage to exercise strategic effects. Adversaries contribute to creating this flow. Opponents seek intelligence not just as a means to drive action or to position in anticipation of conflict, but to create leverage.\(^{157}\) That means leverage through positioning in the classical, mechanical sense, as well as in the compression of time—degrading opponents’ ability to identify and respond to new information, while speeding up one’s own adaptive cycle or deployment of force against the adversary.\(^{158}\)

Engagement in the cyber domain is not staggered by periods of war and peace, but remains a constant flow of activity.\(^{159}\) The Defend Forward strategy, formalized in the DoD’s 2018 Cyber Strategy, recognizes the breakdown of the offense-defense binary. The strategy of defending forward will be a part of engaging in persistent flow, but it cannot overshadow the other constituent parts of the strategy. One of the targets of the intelligence contest is the adversary’s ability to conduct successful intelligence operations of its own.\(^{160}\) A key metric of success in intelligence collection is the comparative success of the intelligence collected on an adversary versus the intelligence collected by that adversary.\(^{161}\) These operations have many forms: intelligence collection, exploitation, sabotage of adversary capabilities, and asset prepositioning. The leverage that emerges from an intelligence operation, therefore, could range from the fait accompli of exploited intelligence to strategic or operational repositioning because of improved situational awareness. Flow describes a steady state of decision-making, informed by the kind of information yielded from this intelligence contest and continually applied in a cycle of persistent engagement with the adversary.\(^{162}\)

Persistent engagement can be improved on to better encompass not just the moment two adversaries are engaged, but the sequence of moves before and after, including adjustments to take advantage of any leverage gained through action. This continual back and forth—searching for leverage and adapting to an opponent’s moves, while keeping balanced and capable in both defense and offense—resembles the flow found in combat sports like a boxer’s balanced strikes and parries, looking for a decisive opening, or a wrestler’s grappling, hunting for seams and working to end the match.

Nonetheless, strategic outcomes are still possible as the cyber domain has expanded the sources of strategic power that can now be touched by adversaries.\(^{163}\) Once identified, points of weakness can be exploited through action in any domain. This creates a tension between allowing enough time for the collection and
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analysis of intelligence and ensuring its timely deployment during the fleeting window of information dominance. Recognizing this window and having the structural agility to converge on points of leverage are key to the strategy of persistent flow as an offensive player.

Pulling this same information back to defenders strengthens the foundation from which offensive activities will spring and around which they must maneuver. This makes the interplay between defensive state and offensive initiative important to each. Defensive value, within a persistent flow, is the result of identifying one’s weaknesses and dependencies, especially where those points align with areas of significant utility to adversaries. No system can detect and deny every assault, but heightened awareness of these junctures will improve security and resilience.164

These junctures, like other points of leverage, are fleeting. Steps within the cyber domain to either take advantage of or protect points of leverage do more than alter the position of each actor involved—they also alter the cyber environment itself. Cyberspace is a manmade domain to a unique degree. Hardware constitutes the continental geography—the mountains, oceans, and plains of cyberspace.165 Atop this foundation, both cooperative and adversarial efforts have created highways, cities, and homes of firmware and software with varying levels of malleability. In this environment, each weakness found, exploited, and patched alters the terrain incrementally.166

Successfully recognizing and moving to the rhythm of the persistent flow will require speed, balance, and agility. In this vein, the report’s recommendations focus on building toward a strategy that emphasizes the speed of change and adaptation to current threats by building on existing programs and policies wherever possible, in lieu of creating anew.

Build Better on What Works (Or Could)

While the federal cyber policy landscape, focusing on risk management and authorization programs impacting industry, is brittle and complex, this report acknowledges a number of programs that demonstrate local success or potential for the same. The common NIST frameworks, for example, begin the critical work of centralization while maintaining customizability between agencies and network types. The NIST controls are not a panacea, but they create some continuity between a wide variety of agency and department needs, while still allowing tailoring through specific control requirements and thresholds.

The Agile Acquisitions Framework supports some coordination between overlapping DoD and federal civilian agency processes (CMMC, FISMA, and FedRAMP), and its clear linkages to the NIST SP 800-171 common library are useful, with an implementation framework available. In general, the long-overdue embrace of agile capability requirement and development is a good start. The CMMC’s notional assessment of vendor cybersecurity likewise begins to widen the aperture of acquisition to a more realistic set of considerations. Even limited trust-network practices to limit lateral movement may have helped at least reduce the scale of SolarWinds’ compromise within the DoD compared to federal civilian agencies.167

There are other programs with great promise. While the core assessment program fails to match the pace of technology deployment by providers (or demand by users), FedRAMP’s “do once use many” model is a valuable approach.168 The program can help coordinate among agencies with common needs and vendors with limited resources, and it has important nodes to the dynamic nature of software, which is especially important for cloud services. NTIA’s Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) can play a valuable role in informing vendors and agencies in kind of their practical and measured exposure to vulnerabilities, serving as

a proxy for indicating system knowledge. GSA’s proposed VRAP has the potential to drastically improve information sharing within government, particularly between classified and unclassified networks, and the overlying Polaris program could help make the entire acquisition process more manageable for smaller enterprises.

CISA has undertaken several initiatives that demonstrate that the agency is also looking at many of the right critical areas. Most noteworthy is the CDM program discussed in sections II and III, which aspires to track cloud configurations, software and hardware assets, and security posture, and provide common security services across federal civilian agencies. Hard questions need asking to determine whether CDM is a program capable of success under its current service-delivery model, contractor-supported technology base, and the management and available budget of DHS. Fully realized, however, CDM could fill several of the gaps identified in this report on its own.

The private sector has a major role to play in this period of reform. Microsoft’s role in the core incident response to Sunburst cannot be understated because of its intricate knowledge of dependencies and its rapid mobilization of dedicated teams in response. Yet, this expertise was not effectively leveraged to prevent the intrusion. This duality deserves mention. FireEye and Microsoft were first to warn the federal government of the existence and widening scope of the Sunburst incident, faster than highly funded intelligence and cyber agencies (at least publicly). Incident-response teams from both companies have since begun to investigate and remediate compromises for private-sector and federal-agency networks. Some of Microsoft’s best and brightest in security engineering, threat intelligence, and consulting incident response have worked for months after the initial discoveries at a ferocious pace. These worthy efforts, and the individuals delivering them, deserve to have their work included and valued in the discussion of cybersecurity policy reforms.

The scale of the lateral movement in the Sunburst incident raises fears that cloud service providers (notably Microsoft in this instance, but not to ignore Amazon, Google, or VMware) continue to underinvest in countering low-probability, high-consequence events not well captured by a common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) score. The problem is not only one vendor. The compromise of various on-premises and cloud software in the Sunburst campaign also underlines the challenges of the shared-responsibility model. Where products and services are un navigable in their complexity or poorly designed against a known class of intrusions, the provider has failed to provide the user with adequately defensible technology.

**Recommendations**

To maintain an advantage in this fight, the United States must emphasize policy reforms and shifts in industry practices that explicitly work to reduce complexity and produce greater speed and agility (capacity to adapt). This report organizes these within three clusters: risk management, defensibility, and adaptability. First, to make the most efficient use of its resources, the government, in partnership with industry, must prioritize those programs and assets at critical junctures of its networks, aligning its response with a ruthlessly risk-based assessment of its exposure to harden these nodes. Second, within those hardened points, and throughout all its networks, the government must work with industry and the open-source community to make linchpin technologies more defensible. Third, any shifts in policy must seek to leave a more adaptive system behind—one with the capacity to iterate on imperfect programs instead of reverting to a complete overhaul at every significant failure. This adaptability is built around and through each of the other pillars.
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“Microsoft Security Response Center,” Microsoft Security Response Center, February 18, 2021, [https://msrc-blogs.microsoft.com/2021/02/18/microsoft-internal-solorigate-investigation-final-update/](https://msrc-blogs.microsoft.com/2021/02/18/microsoft-internal-solorigate-investigation-final-update/). Disclosure about the exposure of sensitive source code from Microsoft’s own corporate networks to these same adversaries can hardly slake these fears, if only for contemplating what else might have been compromised. As was later disclosed, this access allowed the adversary to download some source code for Microsoft’s email server, Exchange, mobile-device management service, InTune, and some Azure cloud services including “security [and] identity...”
These recommendations do not try to prevent badness from reaching federal networks; leaning on prevention is a fool’s errand. Rather, they seek to increase the speed of detection and responses, decrease the severity of a breach, and move toward a continuous, rather than an iterative, measurement of performance and compliance. There is no recommendation of scorecards or new governance metadata below. In time these may be useful, but part of the challenge the federal government must confront is that, at present, it has too many programs seeking, and failing, to achieve too much. The grades being handed out are already poor, and the answer is not to switch to a new test.

The goal of this report, and thus these recommendations, is to improve US competitiveness in this intelligence contest and better secure users. The response must prioritize incremental improvements, rather than a search for silver bullets. The twelve recommendations fall into three categories based on maturity and complexity.

"TO MAINTAIN AN ADVANTAGE IN THIS FIGHT, THE UNITED STATES MUST EMPHASIZE POLICY REFORMS AND SHIFTS IN INDUSTRY PRACTICES THAT EXPLICITLY WORK TO REDUCE COMPLEXITY AND PRODUCE GREATER SPEED AND AGILITY."
**Ruthlessly Prioritize Risk**

The argument to minimize blast radius is a form of triage, to bring to bear the most rigorous assessment and code integrity-management methodologies against the most potentially damaging products and services already present on federal networks. Assessing blast radius also treats .gov and .mil as the wider enterprise networks they are evolving to be, rather than a disparate collection of agency silos.

Resources are limited, and cybersecurity resources in government especially so. Whatever can be done to grow those capabilities must be supported by increasing the efficiency of applying what is already there. These recommendations start from the assumption that much of the federal cyber risk-management apparatus is struggling to keep up with the volume of attack surface and pace of threat sophistication; that Sunburst is not a one-off success by the adversary, but rather the product of systemic inadequacies that could quickly reveal themselves again in the future if not addressed. These recommendations prioritize speed and concentration of defender’s response, taking a limited and realistic perspective—both in assessing risk and developing policies to manage it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICT Vendors</strong></td>
<td>Vendors building software and hardware products and services. May sell security products as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security Vendors</strong></td>
<td>Companies selling security tools, services, and information to customers especially focused on defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standards/Civil Society</strong></td>
<td>Organizations focused on technology standards, software developments, and research or organizing about policy across industry and toward government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive Branch</strong></td>
<td>Staff from executive branch agencies (e.g., DoD and DHS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legislative Branch</strong></td>
<td>Staff from committee and personal offices across the US Congress.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ICT VENDORS

» Every piece of tech we adopt has an impact on other systems and affects everything around it if it blows up. We must study this effect and consider it when we design systems. Environments should be considered hostile by default. Need security in design—know how many systems are sandboxed and allow interoperability only when necessary and to the lowest possible level. Blast radius is more easily contained if we consider everything to be a bomb. We need to create a world where there are no default credentials and give trust in small amounts.

» There is going to be time in between, hybrid scenarios. There is implicit trust baked into systems and we need to fix that. Junctions between old and new technology is weak because of this.

» We need to set hard goals and we’ll start to see the gradual improvement. We should whittle away at the old stuff. When you start getting the momentum, getting the vendors to play, gets easier to start adapting. Baby steps that will snowball into big transformation.

» Where is the talent in the US government? We need more expertise, get the ideas in the right place, for broad transformation. ‘Large tech company’ has a small group to come up with risk measures and evaluate adherence to them. This is necessary to have centralized accountability, there must be someone at the top who is looking at it holistically and observing the measurement. This is a culture and leadership style, but Federal government means different leadership styles every four years. There is no real ability to set a 20-year coherent policy because every four years it might get disrupted.

» It is going to be extremely culturally hard to break down the prevalence of agency silos, where each organization is siloed and verticized in their approach in where we handle risk. This is probably on the government to build more trust to break down those silos.

» To make these assessments, the concerned body needs to look at the process that was used to make the software, not just the product itself at a single point in time. What kind of standards do they use, do they do architectural analysis, spot check artifacts, where is the threat model for this piece of the software.

» NIST controls are implementable, but a lack of useful case studies of the practical dynamics of this, beyond the check the box approach, of true risk management. Such case studies would be really useful for small to medium businesses.

» Every organization in the USG produces a report on their compliance with the NIST standards. The history of these shows that there is rarely full compliance with regulation. So what is the USG going to do about it? Are we uninstall the software? If there are no consequences for not following guidelines, then there is really no point.

SECURITY VENDORS

» The NIST guidance is unimplementable. It doesn’t work. It requires a massive budget, and even then you can’t keep up. Just madness trying to do this over and over again. Giving NIST more responsibility that can’t be implemented is just wrong. All been trying to follow NIST guidance and just doesn’t work. Private sectors have an easier time, but we have to start looking at different ways of looking at this problem. We need more automation, thoughtfully, and hard follow-up. I think there is no stick right now. Will we throw a ton of money at the problem and just be back here again in a few years?

1. Hunt for Blast Radius: The .gov and .mil environments each need a single agency to hunt for software with the largest potential blast radius, should it be compromised and coordinate proactive and rigorous security assessment of those products and vendors.

The US government should implement blast-radius assessment programs, headed by one agency each for .gov and .mil. The .gov environment serves as a convenient example. CISA would be empowered to undertake three concurrent initiatives. First, it would realize CDM’s goal of collecting real-time asset and product use information from all federal-agency networks. Second, it would develop blast-radius assessment criteria with regular input from FASC, NIST, private-sector threat-intelligence partners, and the federal intelligence and law-enforcement communities. This assessment would judge the potential impact of a product’s compromise to the whole of the .gov, not in single agency silos—the blast radius. The criteria to assess blast radius should include a variety of measures, including the frequency of the product’s use across .gov, the diversity of vendors for that product, and updated information on adversary targeting and tactics.

Last, these assessments would inform a list of product-vendor entries, ranked by their blast radius and

170 “CDM Program Overview”; “DHS and Selected Agencies Need to Address Shortcomings in Implementation of Network Monitoring Program,” US Government Accountability Office, 2020, https://www.gao.gov/assets/dao-20-595.pdf. With regard to CISA’s CDM, blast radius may well be already sought by the program. However, even if so, the current state of the program is insufficient. Blast-radius assessment is a critical function, and one that should be at the top of any CDM reform process. The resulting program should look like the below, as a way to prioritize the management of risk of products across the federal enterprise, in addition to addressing risk within particular agency networks. The potential overlap of this program with CDM should be seen in context with CDM’s struggles to mature and continue rapid expansion. Assessing blast radius and working to manage risk from the most widely used and impactful products in the federal environment aligns with the nominal focus of the HVA program. Pulling this work out and highlighting it in its own program could be an important way forward.

171 There are products that will be difficult to separate from broader technology programs or systems, including myriad cloud services. These may involve broader assessments than just the single product, but the federal government also purchases myriad appliances and standalone devices and software. As discussed above, the goal is not a comprehensive risk-management program, but to minimize harm from the most potentially harmful products.
spread across three to five tiers. The top level, limited to the order of tens of entries, would be subject to exceptional scrutiny and testing, even up to one year after end of use. This top tier would be subject to an evolving set of product-integrity and vendor-security hygiene assessments. This could include measures like introducing the use of reproducible builds, unannounced penetration testing, prohibiting use of certain dependencies or vendors, and more. Lower tiers, increasing in size by orders of magnitude, would be flagged to agency security teams and other elements in CISA for their assessment. This tiered blast-radius list should be available to any federal cybersecurity official or defensive organization.

This blast-radius approach is an important part of managing software supply-chain risk on the demand side. As the cases in Section II showed, it is low-profile software used in critical parts of a network or given high-level permissions that present valuable targets. Identifying a handful of administrative tools as “critical” software beforehand would be difficult without this context of where they are deployed and how they are used. Software like Orion may well be assessed as high risk in one organization, but not another depending on its use and resulting impact on real-world risk. CISA’s assessment methodologies should be made public and reviewed annually with industry and researcher input. The costs of assessment and inspections will be borne by CISA, while the added cost of any new program requirements (like reproducible builds) will be borne by the company. Companies receiving scrutiny in this top tier should be highlighted to federal ICT procurement entities for possible preferential procurement. All blast-radius assessment information and products should also be made available to major federal security-authorization programs, including the DoD APL and FedRAMP.¹⁷²

2. FASC Sets the Process: Federal agencies and departments should be able to leverage common risk-assessment processes to judge ICT supply chains and vendors; the FASC should be responsible for developing these processes, rather than individual organizations.

Agencies should not be obligated to develop their own processes (code for methodology and standard procedure) to assess the risk of their ICT supply chains and evaluate vendor security maturity. Many are simply not developing them, and .gov and .mil see little benefit from a dozen variations on the same best practices.¹⁷³ One of the key issues flagged by the SolarWinds vector to Sunburst is the inconsistent application of existing policies and risk-management approaches. Consistent operating procedures to assess and manage software supply-chain risk are an important governance tool for the Federal CISO, CISA, and others to manage the federal cyber-environments (.gov and .mil). The FASC, supported by NIST, CISA, and NSA-CD, should develop appropriate processes to analyze agency ICT supply chains, assess risk across those chains, and evaluate vendor security maturity and risk. In assessing vendor maturity and risk, FASC should look to leverage existing programs like GSA’s VRAP wherever possible. FASC’s outputs should be adopted as standard and default by all federal agencies procuring ICT, absent specific waiver from the office of the federal CISO.

3. Breach Response Hunger Games: Rather than trying to implement a one-size-fits-all measure to best contain blast radius in .gov and .mil, CISA should organize and iterate on this competition model to surface the best organizational strategies and reward innovation.

Identifying blast radius is tantamount to containing it. The logic of “treat everything like a bomb” speaks to the realistic limits any technology purchasing and using organization can have in designing or selecting the risk out of a product or service. To complement these .gov and .mil efforts to triage existing blast radius, this recommendation works to surface the best practices, highest-functioning teams, and best organizational models across the federal government to contain blast radius.

CISA should, at least twice a year, organize a breach ICT VENDORS

» What size should the blast radius be? One vendor suggested cutting the network into one-hour containment blocks. We need to measure effectiveness of containment, so the cleanup is much faster. We can start to clean up some of this risk/reduce loss tolerance. We shouldn’t think about success criteria as one big jump, but as milestones along the road. We need the right measurements that measure the blast radius itself. How many of your systems are trusted by another system? How easy is lateral movement? How much is sandboxed? How many paths are there? Are there automated systems to prevent mistakes? We need to think about the targets and how we administer and operate these networks.

¹⁷² After an initial triage phase, this blast-radius assessment could be inverted. Rather than agencies working with CISA and the .mil equivalent to identify high-value assets, then working with vendors to implement assessment for these Tier 1 products, those vendors could be required to submit their products to those assessments if a potential deployment reaches a suitable size of prospective blast radius.

¹⁷³ “Information Technology: Federal Agencies Need to Take Urgent Action to Manage Supply Chain Risks.”
response competition. The event could be modeled on the already-successful President’s Cup, in this case pitting agencies and departments against each other.174 The event should measure entrants’ time to remediate a simulated breach within their own networks. The technical “breach” element of each competition should be organized by a new host party, much like the rotating creators of popular “capture the flag” competitions. The federal CISO should be empowered to mandate participation at the office’s discretion.

Whichever competing organization achieves the shortest time to identify and contain the simulated breach should receive recognition by CISA and a 10-percent bump in baseline IT sustainment or security-related funding from their specific appropriating committee in their subsequent fiscal year. CISA will be responsible for capturing a concise lesson learned from each event, and for adapting the agency’s guidance to others across the .gov accordingly.

**Improve the Defensibility of Linchpin Software**

Core technology companies and platform vendors have the unique opportunity to take information about adversary behavior and proactively change the technical landscape in front of these adversaries. This includes changes in design, and even architecture, of a product, as well as improvements to how straightforward it is to configure and defend those products. Technology vendors have an obligation to keep pace with the risk landscape, especially once low-probability high-consequence failures become more common. Where products and services are un navigable in their complexity, buggy, or just poorly designed against a known class of intrusions, the provider has failed to provide the user any real opportunity to share the responsibility for their own security and defend themselves.

This need for defensibility is particularly keen in linchpin systems on which large networks and modern cloud deployments rely, like IAM systems. Under-investing in the defensibility of these linchpin technologies, at the source and at certification, has produced exploitable seams for adversaries. Industry plays a role in securing software supply chains by building mature and defensible software, as well as by effectively defending its own networks and internal processes. More effectively defensible, and secure, technology creates space for offensive activity while denying the same to adversaries.175

Information about adversary trends and intentions should inform defensive investments, vendors’ architectural choices, updates to existing technologies—including appropriate default configurations—and tools for users to hunt for and evict adversaries. Neither the private sector nor the public has a monopoly on this information, and few vendors or code maintainers can alter their product without impacting others in the ecosystem. This current crisis is an opportunity for the policy community and industry to reinvigorate moribund public-private coordination vehicles, at DHS and elsewhere, to drive common reforms to support responsive industry-led security innovation under clear guardrails determined by the policy community. This collaboration is critical to scale defensive activities in line with the growing complexity of enterprise IT systems and commercial/government cloud deployments.

While the adversary responsible for Sunburst demonstrated significant creativity, competence, and patience, little of what it did was truly unprecedented (or undetectable). Most of the other software supply-chain attacks surveyed for this report shared basic security failings to allow adversaries access to development and deployment infrastructure. Improvements to the security of linchpin systems and a more robust approach to secure software deployment will help address these vectors, including malign account access, flawed cryptography, and broken signature systems. The goal of these recommendations is to push the development of more secure and defensible technologies, especially at the linchpin of major cloud deployments and create greater room for maneuver by offensive entities in support of national security objectives.

175 “Building a Defensible Cyberspace,” Columbia School of International and Public Affairs, September 28, 2017, https://www.sipa.columbia.edu/ideas-lab/techpolicy/building-defensible-cyberspace . The importance of defensible technology and the benefits it can accrue to defenders in leverage over their technology was well developed previously in the 2017 New York Cyber Task Force report. This report is indebted to this 2017 effort for their articulation of leverage and its impacts.
4. Shift the Landscape for Adversaries: CISA’s new JCPO should coordinate information sharing between appropriate private and public intelligence entities, and core technology and platform vendors, to drive technical changes to disrupt adversaries.

CISA’s Joint Cyber Planning Office (JCPO) should take as a core mission the effort to encourage collaboration between core technology and platform vendors to drive technical changes in their products and services to purposefully disrupt adversary operations. Relying particularly on technical expertise from NSA-CD, JCPO should facilitate working groups between credible private threat-intelligence firms, federal civilian and military intelligence agencies, and core technology and platform vendors.

JCPO should host these working groups as a trusted convener, encouraging their use as a forum to coordinate action or technical changes between private or public entities. Represented vendors should include any commercial technology or infrastructure vendor (including telecommunications) currently included in the Enduring Security Framework. These working groups should also include all major cloud service providers in the United States, any systemically significant device, service, or component vendors such as Cisco, Intel, Nvidia, Apple, and Broadcom, and any other parties as determined by JCPO or a majority of any working group’s membership.

Actionable information sharing of this kind appears most effective in smaller trusted groups, so JCPO may set the initial number of these groups and all non-government participants should determine the working group’s maximum size. Working-group participation should be capped below the agency/vendor level to emphasize operational management and be staffed by engineering, security, and threat-intelligence job roles, not government affairs or policy/partnership/public-engagement staff. Working groups should set their own meeting frequency, but it should be no less than monthly. At least one working group should be explicitly determined as a multinational venue, with appropriate determination made by the JCPO to

SECURITY VENDORS

» There are asymmetries in all sharing communities. The focus needs to be on prioritizing what actions can make the biggest impact in the shortest period of time. A lot of exchange currently happens in informal channels because it allows for the rules to be bent and information to be shared more freely. How do we formalize this, and encourage government entities to be comfortable with this practice? Information needs to be packaged and shared in a way that is actionable for the receiver.

ICT VENDORS

» Industry seems more comfortable with partnering with CISA than the NSA. In contrast to the NSA, CISA is more well equipped to onboard someone to be a partner and interface with the public.

» I want to be clear, CISA has ‘branded’ itself well... but there is lingering ‘question’ in some quarters. I think there are lingering questions about Government period. for starters the Cybersecurity Information Act 2015 didn’t help in the way it was supposed to.

» There is friction from perceived liability in cooperation and sharing. Government needs to act like collaborative, engaged, and open partners. It must be clear that this is the channel to communicate, and that there is liability protection. There is also a lot of uncertainty about the legal risks and protections. The government would benefit from affirming protections and amplying the correct channels to share these concerns.

» The biggest challenge for the organizing authority is the varied capabilities between organizations. If we are starting an effective sharing program we need to work on balanced capabilities, sharing tools and how to action them as well as figuring out which information to share.

» There needs to be better systems for ad hoc collaboration and communication to share to different types of organizations in a timely manner, in a way that doesn’t tip off the adversary.

» When it comes to sharing, there already exists informal whisper networks. We miss things because someone who wants to share doesn’t know which analyst to reach out to.

How to we scale and formalize the existing informal sharing networks?

» It’s difficult to attribute a cyberattack to a nation state when you’re an MNC with a presence in the country at question. There is a tradeoff for the freedom customers want with the risk of abuse.

» Government shouldn’t help to create an ‘elite’ group of big companies that get vital security information that smaller companies aren’t privy to. There could be anti-trust concerns, if only some companies gain access to better information and tooling.

» Success stories that highlight government law enforcement collaboration and how it gets the private sector in a better place would be valuable to show why private companies should collaborate and partner with the US Government.

» We would love to tell more success stories, but it’s difficult to do that when working with the government and needing to abide by their rules. The US Government is privacy centric and likes to control information. Information comes in, but it’s hard to get it to come back out. Private sector actors are limited on sharing by these rules. We would have to change the culture of transparency in areas that are very averse to transparency. Additionally, when stories turn into prosecution, talking becomes legally prohibited.

» When building partnerships or information sharing, if it is not a two-way street then there is no incentive to share again. Feedback needs to be provided that that information was helpful, and Government needs to be as upfront as possible with what that info was used for.

STANDARDS/CIVIL SOCIETY

» The Joint Cyber Planning Office (NDAA 1715 established this) that is being stood up in CISA is an ideal place to stand up this work. This new office already brings together CyberCom, NSA, and CISA all in one room.

» The decision of who should be included in these working groups shouldn’t just be made based on the size of the business but based on which companies are able to take scalable action.
ICT VENDORS

- Too much of the process is based on implicit trust. Two questions that bring that out: 1. if a tool for development is found to be vulnerable, then how can you find out what parts of the code used that tool? 2. What about your suppliers? How can you quantify how much of their code has been touched by that tool? Even further out, your supplier’s supplier. Loss of visibility is the nature of the problem we are attacking right now. We don’t treat our CI/CD pipeline with as much value and risk as we should. Organizations focus on scaling and so moving to automated pipelines, but haven’t properly assessed their risk. If we look at common CI/CD platforms, because they are all exposed to the internet, they aren’t doing proper risk management against process pipelines. We need to understand where the single points of abuse are.

- Transparency has a cost. We’ve started a notion of shared responsibility, not so much line, but now shared fate. We want some clarity at technical operation level, but at the end of the day, it’s in our interest to improve maturity of customers. We want to build the tools and guidance how to best configure, even though it might not be our responsibilities. Providing a lot of guidance to how companies and organizations set things up. We want to continue to push to make more sophisticated buyers from government. Too much focus on where data goes and sits, not enough on how software is actually developed and resultant risk posture.

STANDARDS/CIVIL SOCIETY

- We want to focus on the lynchpin systems, not just processes. Things like IAM, developer tools, internal data flows. We need to think about the shared responsibility between the product maker and the operator. What needs to be baked in by the product maker to help the operator defend?

- If you look at what was spent in 2019 for all localities plus the extra grants this year, there really isn’t enough spending from this DHS. Words aren’t matching policies with the funds. 80% of the grants go to locals, do locals know how to spend cybersecurity funds? They don’t have CISOs. Becomes political decisions. If your decision is to cyber insure as the first line of defense, then that’s not good. We don’t even know how they’re spending it. Before we increase grants, we need to identify if the program is useful in the first place for cybersecurity. Grant conversation is getting a lot of attention, but need to understand how little is spent and what it is being spent on.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

If transparency is too big a step, need a radical rethink. What are the policy tools to encourage transparency? Going back to cloud data approach, they need to create tools that enable a lot more transparency. When we think about solutions that are measurable, how much do we need a modular pipeline for development? We are pretty far from being able to do this. How much can we retrofit existing tools to get this trust? Modern tools enable a lot more than just a legacy pipeline. How much do we lean there? Where’s the optimal investment ratio?

SECURITY VENDORS

- The older the code, more likely it is to have vulnerable density. So where’s the 15 year old codebase we need to retire?

facilitate at least limited information sharing to, and within, the group.

5. Develop a Lifecycle Security Overlay: The bulk of existing certification and standards for secure software focus on development rather than deployment; NIST should work with industry to produce consensus best practices on secure software deployment and lifecycle support, including tools to automate and implement these practices in developer workflows.

NIST should lead a multi-stakeholder process over the next 3–6 months to work with industry in developing a software supply chain Lifecycle Security Overlay to NIST SP 800-53. This effort should wrap in controls from existing families, the new supply-chain family in 800-53 rev. 5, and best practices collected in the Secure Software Development Framework (SSDF) and related industry and open-source publications like the BSA Framework for Secure Software. This recommendation builds on the strong network and expertise of NIST, and follows on previous recommendations to anchor technical security obligations in standard-setting organizations. Dozens of the software supply-chain attacks discovered in the last 10 years target weakly secured code signing certificates, update servers, and other tools for software deployment. The security of software is important but addressing the pace and scale of software supply chain attacks

176 This recommendation was originally proposed, and includes additional applications, in the predecessor to this report: Herr, et al., Breaking Trust.


demands we pay more, if not equal attention, to how that software is deployed and supported.

Sector-specific agencies implement the overlay: The NIST overlay team should support appropriate sector-specific agencies to set up implementation working groups with industry partners focused on using this overlay in their own development and contracting with third parties. NIST should feed requests for more specific controls or guidance into an eighteen-month revision cycle, producing additional guidance or changes to the overlay as needed—for example, for industrial control systems in the energy sector.179

Bring the overlay to the cloud: Many software developers rely, in whole or in part, on cloud vendors to host, distribute, and maintain their codebases. Industry can assert moral leadership on software supply-chain security issues, realize practical financial advantages by offering public reference implementations of the overlay in their services, and lower the complexity of secure lifecycle practices for customers. Major cloud providers should build on existing industry organizations and collaboration to lead joint development of these reference implementations and make them freely available to their current, and prospective, users.180

6. Give SBOM a Glide Path to Success: Federal cyber leadership must ensure SBOM has a gradual pathway to adoption, as both a technical standard and valuable source of data on software transparency and risk, without abusing it as a silver-bullet.

The Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) is a formal record containing the details and supply-chain relationships of the various components used in building software. This information provides software users insight into their true exposure to software supply-chain vulnerabilities and attacks. SBOM has tremendous potential value to developers and defenders alike. An SBOM allows the developer to make sure components are up to date and serves as the foundation for more advanced integrity checks and process monitoring. In the hands of customers, this kind of information creates opportunities for large enterprises and policymakers to quickly respond to new attacks, and also to hold developers accountable to policies and best practices and rigorously measure changes in vendor practices. Broad adoption of an SBOM would provide a rich source of data to better manage the risks of software from individual users to whole codebases and languages. Transparency into software supply-chains is a critical first step toward organizations being able to meaningfully assess, and then manage, the risk they assume from this code. This kind of transparency would help users manage risk from several classes of observed attacks on open-source projects, including typosquatting, as well as support stronger integrity controls as might have caught the malicious DLL in SolarWind’s Orion software.

However, the SBOM is not a magic wand for software security. The value of transparency lies in the effective use of that data. Users and policymakers must decide how best to take advantage of it, and the uses are myriad. Data formats and tools are available today—and are being used—but they have not yet been proven at scale. SBOM has value for those who use it now, but much of the broader value depends on widespread adoption and holding true to the interoperability assumptions asserted by its proponents.181 SBOM

179 Michael L. Papay, et al., “Raising the Bar on Cybersecurity and Acquisition,” Cybersecurity Initiative, George Washington University, 2014, http://cchs.auburn.edu/_files/raising-the-bar-on-cybersecurity-and-acquisition.pdf; “Report on Securing and Growing the Digital Economy;” President’s Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity, December 1, 2016. This report urged NIST to conduct research on supply-chain risk focused on organizational interdependencies, recommending that it “identify methods that assess the nature and extent of organizational interdependencies, quantify the risks of such interdependencies, and support private-sector measurement against standards of performance.” Various organizations have highlighted the importance of ensuring that private-sector entities implement NIST standards and voluntary practices—for instance, by making them more accessible for all stakeholders.

180 A good starting point would be to involve Amazon, SAP, Microsoft, Google, Oracle, Dell, and IBM.

has been nurtured for years by a group of merry practitioners and security boffins involving some of the most sophisticated software-developing and software-consuming organizations in the United States. SBOM’s adoption must be deliberate, starting with a handful of industries and clear timelines for experimentation, feedback to the broader community, and ultimate adoption. Abusing that potential to create a cure-all, one-size-fits-all solution for software security would do more harm than good, and would squander a significant opportunity.

The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) should continue to evangelize on the role and utility of software transparency, leading a standing multi-stakeholder working group on SBOM while it pushes toward inclusion in broader international standards for specific sectors and broader technical guides. The federal CISO and GSA should work with the national cyber director (NCD) and the existing SBOM working groups to integrate SBOM requirements into selected new ICT procurement and ongoing sustainment contracts. The NCD should work with CISA, DISA, and other appropriate agencies to experiment with different uses of SBOM data to manage cyber risk and publish case studies with practical software tools for the most successful examples.

7. Apply the Overlay: *The lifecycle security overlay is a valuable tool to ensure more mature and less risky ICT vendors for the federal government; GSA and DoD should integrate the overlay into existing vendor security-maturity programs.*

Very little is to be gained from another standards documentation developers have to download in pdf form and make their own determination about how to implement. Part of the development of this Overlay is driving implementation through existing product and vendor risk-assessment programs, to provide incentive to make these controls practicable. The GSA should implement this overlay as criteria in its evaluation of vendor maturity through its VRAP as part of Polaris. GSA should work with 18F and other partners, as appropriate, to implement as much of the overlay into real-time metrics as possible. Evaluation against the overlay should be used as both criteria for new contracts and vendor selection, as well as a measure of vendors’ ongoing security performance by agencies.

Integrate the overlay with CMMC: The DoD should integrate this supply-chain maturity model as part of its CMMC program and establish a level of performance required for prime contractors. The DoD should further implement these performance measures as new contracting requirements for information-technology procurement and the under secretary for acquisition and sustainment (USD(A&S)) should support a pilot program implementing the overlay as a real-time vendor security measure in line with GSA’s program.

8. Do Not Leave Open Source Behind: *CISA should establish an open-source security team and help fund targeted grants to improve the integrity and secure management of critical open-source projects and packages.*

Open-source code was not at the heart of the Sunburst crisis, but it is a critically underdefended attack vector in the software supply chain. Software supply-chain attacks before and since Sunburst show plainly that zeroing in on proprietary code simply because it was the vector in this case could court disaster. Open-source software constitutes core infrastructure for major technology systems and critical software pipelines.182

DHS CISA should create a small (six- to eight-person) open-source security evangelism and support office.

---

This group should help high-value asset programs identify common open-source dependencies, encourage collaboration between the United States and allies in supporting the security of open-source projects identified as critical by the office, and act as a community liaison/security evangelist for the open-source community across the federal government. This Open-Source Security office inside of CISA should participate in the JCPO working-group meetings to help integrate important open-source project owners, where appropriate, and funnel guidance back to open-source community partners. This office would require new funding in the long term but could be spun up out of an existing program and initially staffed using similar authorities as those used to bring outside cybersecurity experts in to support Operation Warp Speed and CISA’s work with the health sector.183

The US Congress should appropriate suitable funds, no less than $35 million annually, along with unambiguous grant-making authority to CISA to support baseline security improvements in critical open-source security packages. These funds should be administered through both an open, rolling grant-application process and spot grants of up to $500,000 to the highest-risk open-source codebases, as determined by CISA and approved or modified by the NCD. Grant implementation and evaluation should be overseen by CISA in conjunction with the US Computer Emergency Response Team (US-CERT). A portion of these funds should also be used to support the purchase of project management, ticketing, and coordination tools by these open-source projects, so that they can better utilize volunteer technical labor contributed by others.

9. Change an Architecture, Change the World: Sunburst exposed how important major cloud service providers’ threat models are to the security of their customers; the NCD should drive a regular convening and review of these models to help surface and advocate for appropriate technical reforms and identify supportive policies.

The Sunburst adversary was remarkably successful moving through victim networks after initial compromise, in large part because of its successful abuse of IAM systems. As cloud computing becomes more common and its deployment into mixed on-premises/cloud environments more significant, the likelihood that a low-probability, high-consequence failure might affect sensitive users and data rises. The largest cloud vendors must ensure their threat models for these systems, and corresponding engineering and security investments, keep up with an evolving threat landscape.184

The office of the NCD, supported by NSA-CD, should host a quarterly convening of suitable industry CISOs and product security design leadership. These sessions are intended to drive valuable shifts to the core


architecture of the largest commercial cloud providers and, thus, impact the widest set of users. At these sessions, participants should submit documentation detailing their threat model for systems designated as “linchpins” by the NCD supported by OSTP, CISA, the federal CISO, and other entities as appropriate. Subsequent submissions include concise description of engineering investments and security design changes made in response to feedback to the submitted threat models.

These quarterly meetings should be used to review contentious changes proposed by the JCPO working groups or elsewhere. CISA’s JCPO should brief findings and trends from these working groups to the office of the NCD on a regular basis. Where proposed changes to technology design or configuration have not been adopted or remain in question, NCD should leverage any of its policy tools or ongoing strategy processes, including this quarterly convening, to advocate for the changes with industry and further coordinate them with other ecosystem security initiatives the office has in place.

Enhance the Adaptability of Federal Cyber Risk Management

Britleness is the enemy of an effective and adaptable response, yet much of the current risk-management landscape is premised on slow and circuitous processes. The result is an authorization pipeline significantly better at keeping technologies out of users’ hands than at flowing good information and defensive updates rapidly to the organizations in need of them. The most common source of failure to comply with the OMB Circular A-130 was cited as lack of sufficient guidance and excessive complexity.

Rather than solving the problem with a new program, these recommendations suggest the federal government can get faster and leaner, providing a rapid onboarding pathway for mature cloud providers’ services subject to more effective security and design reviews, enhancing executive-branch capacity to eliminate or consolidate policies, and to better leverage capabilities to monitor and enforce baked into cloud deployments.

10. Create a Trusted Traveler Program for FedRAMP:

Use an express lane through FedRAMP to rapidly onboard new cloud services reliant on carefully reviewed and better secured linchpin systems per Recommendation 9.

The US Congress should direct GSA’s FedRAMP to create a program for rapid onboarding of new cloud services reliant on systems assessed and blessed through the NCD’s linchpin review process (Recommendation 9) as determined by a list issued by the office of the NCD. It is in the federal government’s interest to push broader adoption of more secure systems as fast and as far as possible. With industry, a robust mechanism to speed the authorization of new services through FedRAMP is one of cloud service providers’ loudest and most consistent demands.

Any company participating in the NCD Linchpin Review process and the JCPO working groups should receive automatic and continual access to this rapid-onboarding program through FedRAMP. The onboarding should institute a rapid security review, ensuring services go from submission to authorization in less than thirty days, with the goal of shortening this timeline to one working week within two years. Any change in FedRAMP authorities to accomplish this program must be matched by sufficient increases in funding to accommodate this significant shift toward more timely authorization.

“SUNBURST IS NOT A ONE-OFF SUCCESS BY THE ADVERSARY, BUT RATHER THE PRODUCT OF SYSTEMIC INADEQUACIES THAT COULD QUICKLY REVEAL THEMSELVES AGAIN IN THE FUTURE IF NOT ADDRESSED.”
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11. Evolve and Default to Secure: The federal CISO should lead a rolling review of federal cyber risk-management policies, together with the NCD leveraging CISA and OMB’s BoD authority to make any recommendations permanent absent default-to-deny appeal to the NCD.

Empower the federal CISO in conjunction with the NCD, supported by CISA, NSA-CD, and the FASC to conduct a rolling strategic review/architectural audit of federal enterprise cyber risk management. Recommendations made by the review become provisional policy within thirty days through Binding Operational Directive (BoD) from CISA and approval by the office of the federal CISO on behalf of OMB. Agencies may review and appeal for changes, modifications, or budgetary modification to support the new policies to the office of the NCD. NCD can rule on these appeals and recommend budgetary adjustments to OMB through the office of the federal CISO. Any request not reviewed or granted within thirty days becomes standing policy. The NCD should also use its budgetary review authority to address non-compliance with these policies.

12. Govern Through the Cloud: As cloud adoption widens, the federal CISO and CISA should apply federal cyber risk governance directly through those cloud services’ built-in telemetry and policy enforcement tools.

One of the structural advantages of cloud computing is that it is not a single product but, rather, a stack of technologies enabling providers to readily track behaviors within their cloud environment and provide this data to users. The federal government must define its own governance strategy for cybersecurity, but has an opportunity to enforce cybersecurity policies on agencies and departments and collect data-tracking implementation and performance of these policies directly through cloud services. Many of these policy-enforcement mechanisms and data-collection tools are already “baked in” to cloud services; the challenge is mostly in determining how to take advantage of them.

The federal CISO and CISA should immediately allow agencies and departments to satisfy any guidance or directive regarding the security and integrity of their IT systems with a feature or data stream directly from any of their authorized cloud services. CISA should immediately permit satisfaction of a BoD or related guidance be demonstrated by an agency or department switching on an appropriate data stream from their cloud services and pointing it to CISA for real-time monitoring. The federal CISO should seek to develop new guidance and cybersecurity governance documentation that maps to widely used cloud service products, features, and tools to prevent the need for agencies or departments to determine their own manner of implementation.

STANDARDS/CIVIL SOCIETY

- Anything you can do to leverage bureaucratic inertia is the way to go. What does default to secure look like? What are the organizational imperatives driving rigidity. Centralize the bottom of the stack, diversify and specialize up top. Manageable number of service providers (5-10) who can better coordinate and share info, acting closer to a single unit. To me the real key is looking at the blockers for implementing 25 years of legislation. There are underlying motivations, agency interests, resources, etc. What reasons have held up implementation, not just bureaucracy, that drive the conflict? The.gov community is getting used to these things from CISA, and having an opt out mechanism until CISA goes back and checks in. Now the CISOs and CIOs have a tangible document to bring to leadership and force action.

- Part of BODs was the ability to drive resources, an emergency directive normally costs time. Emergency directives are patching, and people doing work not contracts, or finances. BODs have a more financial impact, ...it’s hard to direct people to make those big changes, it takes more capital and time and isn’t necessarily how organizations want to spend their resources.

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

- A lot of what we’re talking about is [CISA’s] legal authority. I’ve been impressed with their ability to execute emergency measures, but their BODs have been more of a mixed bag. National Cyber Director’s office, for exactly this reason, has language to [drive budgetary resources].

STANDARDS/CIVIL SOCIETY

- Some agencies can get out of the cybersecurity business entirely, lean on the service provider. Focus on building enduring, overarching frameworks that allow plug in of the mutable below. The lower you are in the stack, toward the transport layer and such you want more centralization. The more you get to agency operations, the more you want specialization. You will never fully centralize this in the federal government. You need a few key centers of excellence... how much infosec governance can you bake into a cloud platform (vice USG) — how could you structure USG to “catch” that?

ICT VENDORS

- We need to get on a good glide path to solve some of these fundamental problems right now. I think the solutions are automation, automated measurement, systems monitoring their own health, security coprocessors, keeping an eye on the environment and adjusting in real time. ... All 3 hyperscalers are doing automated cloud instrumentation key for fundamentals. Thinking about this amongst the big customers of the cloud. Ideally in a few years, it’ll be the whole compliance requirement, all measured in real-time.

- There is effort to get cloud providers to provide these process metrics to customers in time. People should be able to see this [metrics] information from the vendor. We have had the most success by going through people’s suppliers/ IT to offer support. Now we need to just offer it instead of having it be offered as a security package to buy.
The problem is not that “software is eating the world.” Rather, it is our failure to confront the world that software has wrought. Efforts to improve the baseline defensibility of the technology ecosystem and reform federal cybersecurity policies must be informed by the strategic logic of the intelligence contest in which the United States and its allies are engaged. The enormous volume and rapid pace of activity in cyberspace are, in part, due to the large and increasing number of actors armed with malicious cyber capability. The tools necessary for cyber operations, from the basic to the complex, provide malicious capabilities and are also force multipliers, enabling comparatively weak actors to have outsized impacts. Actors like the United States are still the big fish, but even small fish have teeth with the potential to weaken larger adversaries, and the waters provide no safety.

There is a well-recognized spectrum of state support and coordination with non-state groups.187 Actors with less sophistication are still able to utilize the weaknesses of the software supply chain to hit a disproportionate number of targets—and from there can choose to exploit only those that are valuable and manageable. The 2017 Kingslayer case has been attributed to a Chinese group responsible for previous intrusions against services and manufacturing firms, targets that included sensitive intellectual property aligned with past Chinese-state espionage targets, but the group has not been positively linked to government agencies. Tortoiseshell, a non-state hacking group with no known state affiliation, was linked to an exploitation of eleven Saudi IT companies as a part of a larger software supply-chain intrusion in 2019.188 This group’s ability to leverage both custom and off-the-shelf malware to successfully execute a software supply-chain incursion against eleven companies without access to the resources of a state actor illustrates the lowering threshold of action for these types of incidents, providing prospective financial benefits and access for future operations. While seventeen of the intrusions against software updates profiled in the Breaking Trust dataset are attributed to states, the other nineteen remain unknown or positively linked to criminal groups.

There is a bias in this reporting toward the English-speaking world, and the United States and Western Europe in particular, further obscuring the development of this intelligence contest in the global South, as well as West and Central Asia. Offensive cyber capabilities are available to states like the United Arab Emirates and Egypt, both in the semi- and self-regulated markets.189 Even training and technical support are offered as part of these packages to supplement tools and techniques freely available on the Internet. These tools, from the basic to the complex, not only provide malicious capabilities but are force multipliers, enabling comparatively weak actors to have outsized impacts. Sunburst and most of the case studies above may have been attributed to state actors, but this kind of access is by no means solely accessible to them. Non-state actors will only continue to increase in skill and abundance.

The cyber domain is a realm of intense interconnectivity that underpins much of daily life and national security. The discovery late in 2020 that Sunburst malware had infected not only thousands of private networks, but also US government agencies, led some spectators to embrace alarmist views of this event as the first step in full-fledged cyber war.190 Sunburst was a masterclass in intelligence operations, the effects of which are likely to continue rippling out over the coming years, but it was not an act of war. The compromise of so many federal and high-value private-sector networks likely yielded valuable information, and it provided access sufficient for more disruptive assaults like introducing disinformation, deletion, or subtle alteration of data, though there is not yet any public evidence of this on target networks, and all indications released publicly suggest this was indeed a successful act of espionage.

Sunburst was not an isolated or unprecedented incident. The presence of similar intrusions from major US

adversaries against comparable types of software and targets over the past decade, including those profiled here and more in the Breaking Trust dataset and elsewhere, underline that fact. Sunburst and the other seven cases of software supply-chain incursion discussed in this report are a small sample illustrating the impressive capability of these types of incidents in the global intelligence contest. In this contest, state and non-state actors aim to gather greater relevant information on real and perceived adversaries, while denying reciprocal benefits to the same.

In the aftermath of Sunburst, defenders must find leverage of their own and enhance the speed of response as they play out engagements on their home territory. This should take place in parallel with improving real-time information sharing with offense, persistently engaged with adversaries on intermediary and hostile networks. Policy responses from the United States and allies must become sharper and better coordinated—acknowledging a degree of intelligence failure alongside impactful industry lapses. Neither governments nor their citizens can afford the plodding pace of many existing policy-coordination mechanisms, nor underinvestment in nascent but promising reforms. Industry must also recognize its own role in precipitating this crisis, owing to shortfalls by some to adhere to reasonable or adequate security practices and continuing failure by others to address security concerns in major products, even where those do not fall neatly into the category of a recorded vulnerability.

Breaking trust is non-trivial and restoring it will require that much more concentrated purpose and clarity of outcome at a time when both are in short supply. For the technology industry, the insecurity of software supply chains is a crisis in waiting. For the national security establishment, it is a crisis realized. But, the short-term response to Sunburst has demonstrated the extraordinary technical and collaborative capability of the security community. Capability to drive new investments to secure the load-bearing bugs, implement revised policies and straightforward tools to make code deployment easier, and expand on community-led efforts to bring supply-chain security further out of the darkness of the byzantine and proprietary, and into the harsh light of day.

Trust in software is not created in a vacuum, rarely by any single vendor, and never in isolation from the user—government or otherwise. Indeed, trust in software one did not build may be practically impossible, leaving the task one of establishing and rigorously enforcing tolerable levels of distrust in others’ code. Getting the long game right is essential to maintaining the strength and security of the United States in this evolving contest for information, and with it the chance for leverage in the cyber domain. Improvements will benefit from leadership, some measure of new talent, and resources. But, they will also demand persistence, at least as much as that of the adversary, if not a measure more.

“BREAKING TRUST IS NON-TRIVIAL AND RESTORING IT WILL REQUIRE THAT MUCH MORE CONCENTRATED PURPOSE AND CLARITY OF OUTCOME AT A TIME WHEN BOTH ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY.”

191 Herr, et al., Breaking Trust.
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